
Name four important compositional trends of the 20th century, describing each and 
naming significant composers. 
Neo-classicism is a return to a revived "common practice" harmony, mixed with greater 
dissonance and rhythm, as the basic point of departure for music. 
 Neo-classicism's most audible traits are melodies that use the tritone as a stable 
interval, and coloristically add dissonant notes to ostinati and block harmonies, along 
with the free mixture of polyrhythms. Neo-classicism won greater audience acceptance 
more quickly, and was taken to heart by those opposed to atonality as the true "modern" 
music. Neo-classicism also embraced the use of folk music to give greater rhythmic and 
harmonic variety.  
People and works 
 Igor Stravinsky, Paul Hindemith, Sergei Prokofiev and Béla Bartók are usually 
listed as the most important composers in this mode, but also the prolific Darius Milhaud 
and his contemporary Francis Poulenc. 
 Neoclassicism was instigated by Igor Stravinsky, according to himself, but 
attributed by others to composers including Ferruccio Busoni (who wrote "Junge 
Klassizität" or "New Classicality" in 1920), Sergei Prokofiev, Maurice Ravel, and others. 
Igor Stravinsky composed some of the best known neoclassical works — in his ballet 
Pulcinella, for example, he used themes which he believed to be by Giovanni Pergolesi 
(it later transpired that many of them were not, though they were by contemporaries). 
Paul Hindemith was another neoclassicist. 
 Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat is thought of as a seminal "neo-classical piece", as 
are his Dumbarton Oaks Concerto and his "Symphonies of Wind Instruments", as well as 
his Symphony in C. Stravinsky's neo-classicism culminated with his opera Rake's 
Progress, with the book done by the well known modernist poet, W. H. Auden. 
 Stravinsky's rival for a time in neo-classicism was the German Paul Hindemith, 
who mixed spiky dissonance, polyphony and free ranging chromaticism into a style 
which was "useful". He produced both chamber works and orchestral works in this style, 
perhaps most famously "Mathis der Maler". His chamber output includes his Sonata for 
French Horn, an expressionistic work filled with dark detail and internal connections. 
 Sergei Prokofiev's Symphony No. 1 (1917), the classical symphony, which remains 
his most popular work, is generally considered to be the composition that first brought 
this renewed interest in the classical music era in audible form to a wide public. 
 Neo-classicism found a welcome audience in America, the school of Nadia 
Boulanger promulgated ideas about music based on their understanding of Stravinsky's 
music. Students of theirs include neo-classicists Elliott Carter (in his early years), Aaron 
Copland, Roy Harris, Darius Milhaud, Astor Piazzolla and Virgil Thomson. 
 
Expressionism as a musical genre is notoriously difficult to exactly define. It is, 
however, one of the most important movements of 20th Century music. The central 
figures of musical expressionism are Arnold Schoenberg and his pupils, Anton Webern 
and Alban Berg, the so-called Second Viennese School. The expressionist period can be 
associated loosely with Schoenberg's atonal period, which can be found after he finally 
rejected tonality, but before he began composing according to the twelve-tone technique, 
although the extent to which clear divisions between periods can be made is debatable. 
Roughly speaking, musical expressionism can be said to begin with Schoenberg's Second 
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String Quartet (written 1907-08) in which each of the four movements gets progressively 
less tonal. This may be representative of Schoenberg entering the 'new world' of 
atonality. 
 In 1909, Schoenberg composed the one act 'monodrama' Erwartung. This is a thirty 
minute, highly expressionist work in which atonal music accompanies a musical drama 
centred around a nameless woman. Three features: 1.subjectivity, 2. the aesthetic of the 
'scream', and 3. an expression of real life hardship, are all characteristic features of other 
musical expressionist works. 
 In 1909, Schoenberg completed the Five Orchestral Pieces. These were constructed 
freely, based upon the subconscious will, unmediated by the conscious, anticipating the 
main shared ideal of the composer's relationship with the painter Wassily Kandinsky. As 
such, the works attempt to avoid a recognizable form, although the extent to which they 
achieve this is debatable. 
 Between 1908-1913, Schoenberg was also working on a musical drama, Die 
Glückliche Hand. The music is again atonal. This plot is highly symbolic, written as it 
was by Schoenberg himself, at around the time when his wife had left him for a short 
while for the painter Richard Gerstl. Once again, Schoenberg is expressing his real life 
difficulties. 
 Expressionists felt that art should express the subconscious (the 'inner necessity') 
unfettered by the conscious.  
 Webern's music was close in style to Schoenberg's expressionism for only a short 
while, c. 1909-13. His Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 10 (1911-13) are an example of his 
expressionist output, and might be compared to Schoenberg's Five Orchestral Pieces, Op. 
16, composed 1909. 
 Berg's contribution includes his Op. 1 Piano Sonata, and the Four Songs of Op. 2. 
His major contribution to the genre, however, is the opera Wozzeck, composed between 
1914-25, a very late addition to the genre. The opera is highly expressionist in subject 
material in that it expresses mental anguish and suffering and is not objective, presented, 
as it is, largely from Wozzeck's point of view, but it presents this expressionism within a 
cleverly constructed form.  
 By the time Wozzeck was performed in 1925, Schoenberg had introduced his 
twelve-tone technique to his pupils, representing the end of his expressionist period (in 
1923). 
 Expressionism was a significant, if not altogether popular style, and some of its 
influences can be seen in Béla Bartók's opera Bluebeard's Castle (1911), with its 
emphasis on psychological drama represented in music. 
 
Serialism is most specifically defined as the structural principle according to which a 
recurring series of ordered elements (normally a set - or 'row' - of pitches or 'pitch 
classes') which are used in order, or manipulated in particular ways, to give a piece unity. 
 Serialism is often broadly applied to all music written in what Arnold Schoenberg 
called "The Method of Composing with Twelve Tones related only to one another", or 
dodecaphony, and methods which evolved from his methods. It is sometimes used more 
specifically to apply only to music where at least one other element other than pitch is 
subjected to being treated as a row or series. The term Schoenbergian serialism is 
sometimes used to make the same distinction between use of pitch series only, 
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particularly if there is an adherence to post-Romantic textures, harmonic procedures, 
voice-leading and other audible elements of 19th century music. In such usages post-
Webernian serialism will be used to denote works which extend serial techniques to other 
elements of music. Another term used to make the distinction is 12 tone serialism. 
 Serialism has been described by its practitioners as an extension and formalization 
of earlier methods of 'cellular' thematic and motivic unification in classical and romantic 
music. This extension and formalization is seen as having been motivated by the 
intensifying drive towards chromatic saturation and the resulting need to unify without 
using tonality. 
 Most serial music is deliberately structured as such. A row may be assembled 'pre-
compositionally' (perhaps to embody particular intervallic or symmetrical properties), or 
it may be derived from a spontaneously invented thematic or motivic idea. Composing a 
serial work involves continually re-rhythmicising the various reappearances of the row in 
its Original, Retrograde, Inverted and Retrograde-Inverted forms as these are distributed 
through the various elements of the texture and employed to create accompaniments and 
subordinate parts as well as the main themes; each of these forms may also be transposed 
to begin on any note of the chromatic scale. 
 This row or series is used in one form as the "basic set", which constitutes the 
"center" of gravity for the piece. Each row or series is supposed to have three other 
forms: retrograde, or the basic set backwards, inverted, or the basic set "upside down" 
and retrograde-inverted, which is the basic set upside down and backwards. The basic set 
is usually required to have certain properties, and may have additional restrictions, such 
as the requirement that it use each interval only once. The most common requirement is 
that first half and second half of the row not be inversions of each other. The series in 
itself may be regarded as pre-compositional material: in the process of composition it is 
manipulated by various means to produce musical material. 
 But very generally the act of composition per se takes the form of fixing (or 
otherwise constraining, in the case of indeterminate music) a sequence of units with 
particular parameters. These concerns, so far, apply equally to common practice 
composers and serialists alike. But unlike the practice composer, the serial composer 
takes the act of sequencing as itself a central musical concern, for composer, performer 
and listener. The serial composer aims to create musical meaning directly out the 
variation of parameters. In practice this usually demands a style that allows space for 
each individual unit to assert its identity, to "speak." In this sense one understands 
serialism as an attitude towards composition rather than a technique or a style; no sharp 
line divides serial and nonserial music. In summary one can describe the earmark of 
serialism in this general sense as an emphasis on the direct relation between atomic units, 
as determined by a small number attributes, and the musical whole. 
 Other composers to use serialism include Luigi Nono, who developed similar ideas 
separately, Roger Reynolds, and Charles Wuorinen, the later works of Igor Stravinsky 
and the early works of George Rochberg. Major centers for serialism were the Darmstadt 
School and the "School of Paris" centered around Pierre Boulez. 
 Igor Stravinsky's adoption of serial techniques offers an example of the level of 
influence that serialism had after the Second World War. Previously Stravinsky had used 
series of notes without rhythmic or harmonic implications (Shatzkin: "A Pre-Canticle 
Serialism in Stravinsky" 1977). Because many of the basic techniques of serial 
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compositon have analogs in traditional counterpoint, uses of inversion, retrogarde and 
retrograde inversion from before the war are not necessarily indicative of Stravinsky 
adopting Schoenbergian techniques. However with his meeting Robert Craft and 
acquaintance with younger composers, Stravinsky began to consciously study 
Schoenberg's music, as well as the music of Webern and later composers, and began to 
use the techniques in his own work, using, for example, serial techniques applied to fewer 
than 12 notes.  
 The organizing principles of serialism inspired mathematical analogues, such as 
uses of set theory, group theory, operators, and parametrization, for example in the post-
war works of Elliott Carter, Iannis Xenakis, and Witold Lutoslawski. Likewise, the 
mathematical analogues in integral serialism were influential in the development of 
electronic music and synthesized music. The first piece in total serialism may have been 
Nummer 2 (1951) for 13 instruments ([1]) by Karel Goeyvaerts, although Milton 
Babbitt's Three Compositions for Piano (1947) is also credited with being the earliest 
total serial piece. 

 Electronic Music has become very important since World War II, and began as 
early as 1880 with a Wurlitzer organ that used electricity to open its valves. 
 Theoretically there are three essential steps that take place in electronic 
composition:            
 1) Generation of material: The generation of electronic material is of two kinds: 
synthetic and analytic. Synthesis is achieved through the manipulation of pure sine tones, 
and analysis of done through filtering of white noise.      
  2) Transformation of material: The transformation electronic materials is done in 
several ways: changing the speed (of the tape), changing the direction, filtering 
frequencies, changes in volume, reverberation, and other special effects.  
 3) recording. 

 Almost all of these processes can now be done with automation, and electronic 
music poses several important problems. A traditional concert hall is often inadequate for 
many compositions. Headphones and computers seem to be the new concert halls.  

 The first studio for electronic music was established by Pierre Schaffer at French 
Radios studios in Paris in 1948. Busoni mentioned a Dynamophone, said to look like the 
engine of a ship, in his Sketch of a New Music – 1907. He and Varese were both 
interested in music and science.   

 In the 1920’s several instruments were produced. Maurice Ondenot’s Ondes 
Martenot – 1928 was used by Honneger, Messian and others. By about 1930 that 
Grammaphone had made a huge impact; in Weimar Bahaus was playing discs in reverse 
and scratching them to produced altered rhythms. Mostly these were just experiments, 
until 1939, when John Cage wrote Imaginary Landscapes, that called for traditional 
instruments along with variable speed phonographs and audio oscillators.     

 Public interest in electric instruments corresponded to the development of other 
instruments, and the emergence of the percussion ensemble (Varese’s Ionisation – 1931). 
The acceptance of strange sounds on traditional instruments, such as Cage’s prepared 
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piano, or Bartok’s String Quartets, went hand in hand with the acceptance of the 
untraditional instruments of the percussion ensemble.       

 In 1948 when the Paris electronic studio was established, the only sources of 
electronic sounds were phonograph records and the sounds of the world recorded outside.  
These recorded sounds were call musique concrete.  Although not really electronic in 
nature, composers were examining important problems related to electronic 
compositional methods. The period 1950-54 was tied closely to serial music and the post-
Webern generation of composers.         

 The invention of magnetic tape (1950) caused a brief period of frantic 
experiments by most major-European composers. By the mid-1950’s composers began 
using sounds that were electronically generated, using other equipment, oscillators, 
filters, and ring modulators, to manipulate these sounds. They tended to distort the 
original sounds beyond recognition. Examples include works by Stockhausen and 
Xenakis.          

 In 1951 H. Eimert set up a studio in Cologne, Germany. Stockahausen, Ligety and 
Koenig did pioneering work there. Stockhausen  produced the Studie I – 1953, the first 
work to be based entirely on sine wave tones, and Studie II – 1954, the first electronic 
work to be notated in score.           

 Otto Luning and Vladimir Ussachevsky established the first American electronic 
studio at Columbia University in 1952, and in 1954 they combined to produce Rhapsodie 
Variations, one of the earliest works to use tape and live performance. In 1959 Milton 
Babbit was associated, and the studio became know as the Colombia-Princeton Electronic 
Music Center. He wrote several works there, Ensembles for Synthesizer – 1967, is one.  

 In 1954, the Studio di Fonologia was established by Luciano Berio in Milan. He 
wrote Visage for voice and tape in 1961.  

 About 1960, transistors greatly simplified sound generation, and reduced the size 
of instruments. Live electronic performances became possible. Electronics enhanced 
performance by 1) amplifying conventional instruments, 2) helped create new 
instruments that could perform microtones, 3) synthesizers generated engineered sounds 
4) pre-recorded tapes. Multi-track recording made it possible to create musical works one 
track at a time. An early pioneer in this regard was the works created by electric guitarist 
Les Paul.  
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Name what you consider to be the six most influential composers of the twentieth 
century, citing important compositions and trends in which they participated. 
 
Schoenberg, Arnold: 1874-1951.  Austrian composer.  Earliest works featured chromatic, 
post-romantic style influenced by Wagner and Mahler (Verklärte Nacht).  Sought to 
emancipate dissonant intervals from the tonal system, noting in his 1911 harmony book 
that there were no consonant or dissonant tones – some tones were just more consonant 
than others.  Started writing expressionist, freely atonal works that were either very short 
(Op. 11 piano pieces) or organized through text (Erwartung).  Developed twelve-tone 
technique, a means of organizing pitch relationships, around 1924.  Technique was 
among the most important developments of the 20th century; its reverberations extended 
from his immediate circle (Berg and Webern) to become the dominant method of 
composition in the second of the 20th century.  Despite highly systematized approach to 
composition, remained dedicated to romantic and expressionist themes throughout his 
life.  Works: operas, orchestral, chamber, keyboard, choral (Survivor from Warsaw). His 
influence on composers of the later 20th century was very profound. His ideas spawned 
new mathematically based theories of music.  
 
Ives, Charles: 1874-1954.  American composer.  Style characterized by integration of 
American and European musical traditions.  Anticipated many developments in the later 
20th century, including polyrhythms, experimental forms, and tone clusters.  Often quoted 
from diverse sources, including classical, folk, gospel hymns, dance tunes, and marches.  
Probably the first American nationalist composer, although many of his most important 
works were not performed until the 1960’s, thus his influence on composers of Copland’s 
generation were negligible. He has had more impact on post 1970 composers. Ives was 
influenced by New England transcendentalism of Ralph Waldo Emerson.  Works: 
orchestral (The Unanswered Question), band, chamber music, songs, marches. 
 
Shostakovich, Dmitri: 1906-1975.  Russian composer.  Soviet political intervention cut 
short his operatic output, while conflicting official requirements affected his ability to 
experiment artistically.  Music of the middle period has long been understood by many 
Russian as chronicling his society and times, and even communicating subversive 
political messages.  Release of purported memoirs expressed profound disaffection with 
Soviet government, but authenticity of the documents remains in question, yet proving to 
be authentic.  Experimented with serialism, but never adopted it in a rigorous fashion.  
Works: 15 symphonies, string quartets, operas, ballets, piano, choral.  15 symphonies! 
Any composer that could retain artistic integrity and output in an environment of overt 
repression, from Stalin himself, deserves to be on this list. His 10th symphony written 
upon the death of Stalin is an absolute masterpiece; filled with buried hostility, fear, 
subdued joy, it is a perfect reflection of the post-Stalin environment in which it was 
written.    
 
Stravinsky, Igor: 1882-1971.  Russian composer.  Student of Rimsky-Korsakov.  Eclectic 
composer whose many stylistic ventures reflected multifarious ventures of modernism  
Early works reflect nationalist and folk impulses, colorful orchestration, densely layered 
textures, modal/tonal shifts, explosive rhythms, repetition, block progression.  After 
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World War I, neo-classical style emerged, but “Russian” characteristics of repetition, 
block progression, and irregular rhythms remained throughout his career.  Neo-classical 
style severe, economical, less dissonant.  Drew from forms and styles of the past 
(baroque, classical, romantic, chant, Renaissance polyphony), often using them in 
parodies or caricatures. La Histoire du Soldat and Oedipus Rex.  Third period featured 
highly personal interpretation of serial technique, often using five and six note rows 
rather than twelve.  Drew more inspiration from distant past – medieval and Renaissance.  
Works: ballets (Le Sacre du printemps, Orpheus, Agon), operas (Mavra, The Rake’s 
Progress), chamber music, piano.   
 
Copland, Aaron: 1900-1990.  American composer, pianist, and conductor.  Sought 
distinctively American style, incorporating elements of jazz, blues, ragtime, and folk 
songs into his works.  Used Mexican dance rhythms and traditional melodies. Ballets 
demonstrate interest in cowboy themes and the southwest.  Musical language mostly 
tonal, orchestration transparent.  Experimented with serial techniques in some early 
works (Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson, 1950).  Works: opera (The Tender Land), 
ballets (Rodeo, Appalachian Spring), piano works, film scores, assorted orchestral works. 
In popularity alone he deserves to make this list. (Gershwin as well.) 
 
Bartók, Béla: 1882-1945.  Hungarian composer, ethnomusicologist, and pianist.  Earned 
a living primarily as a teacher and pianist.  Mature works influenced by his studies of 
Hungarian, Slovak, and Romanian peasant music.  Style characterized by rhythmic vigor, 
irregular rhythms, modal melodies and harmonies.  Along with Kódaly and Dohnányi, 
was a founding figure of 20th century Hungarian musical culture.  Works: Concerto for 
Orchestra, Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, Mikrokosmos, opera (Bluebeard’s 
Castle), pantomime (The Miraculous Mandarin), 3 piano concertos, 2 violin concertos, 
viola concerto, assorted orchestral and piano works. Almost all of his oeuvre are 
masterworks. The string quartets are fiercely dissonant, rhythmic, and bohemian, tour de 
forces. 
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Survey the history of the chanson from the troubadors and trouveres through the 
Parisian chanson: 
 The chanson is French for song, and in the broadest sense is any polyphonic 
French composition, including those works written in the formes fixes. It is the 
counterpart to the Greman Lied, though the Lied has been the work of professional 
composers, the Chanson has remained a more popular genre. 
 In the 12th & 13th centuries, the Trouveres were poet-musicians active in northern 
France, whom following the movement initiated by the Troubadors of southern France, 
wrote monophonic secular songs, mostly love lyrics in the form of strophic poems, aab 
being the most important form, and known now as the Ballade. In Germany, the 
Minnesingers began a similar movement; their favorite form was aab, know as bar form. 
The melodies of this time are notated without a clear indication of rhythm.  
 A few polyphonic songs date from the 13th century, including 16, 3-voice 
rondeaux by Adam de le Halle, the last of the trouveres.  Most were written in a note-
against-note style resembling conductus.  
 It’s not until the 14th century that refrain forms become standardized into the 
formes fixes known as the Ballade, Rondeau, and Virelai.  Guillame de Machaut (1300-
1370) was the first important composer of polyphonic chansons, producing a large body 
of works including lais, and formes fixes. Approximately 70 survive. His songs were 
generally 3 voices, florid treble dominated melodies over slower-moving accompanying 
voices (probably played by instruments). This style dominated for 200 years.  
 By the last three decade of the 14th century a ‘mannerist’ chanson developed, that 
reflect the style of Franconian and Petronian isorhythmics motets. This movement in 
chanson developed at the papal court of Avignon. As notational innovations became 
more flexible composers began writing music of greater rhythmic complexity, thus 
changing meters or mensurations became common, a sycopation between voices called 
‘hocket’ was often used, and polyrhythms were often incorporated as well. This tended to 
obscure the texts. These works were overrefined and frankly, decadent. Composers such 
as Solage often intentionally used witty wordplay and deliberately obscured the meaning 
of the text. Cordier’s Belle, bonne, sage has the score shaped like a heart, and even drew 
hearts where the word appeared in the text. 
 In antithesis the Burgundian school of chanson developed in the early 15th 
century, with composers Dufay, Binchois, and later Ockeghem and Busnois. They 
inherited the treble dominated 3-voice texture and preferred to set chansons in the formes 
fixes. Dufay preferred Rondeaux, setting over 60. These composers paid more attention 
to the text than the medieval composers, and cadences tended to correspond as such to the 
lines of text. Later they began to integrate the lower voices into the texture, often through 
imitation among all of the voices.  
 In the last half of the 15th century the contratenor is found below the tenor voice, 
creating a true bass part (this affected sacred and secular music). The neglected virelai 
(AbbaA) becomes a favorite form, and phrase lengths become longer through the use of 
imitative counterpoint. Ockegehem was known for his use of dense counterpoint, and 
Busnois began writing works with two melodies with separate texts (one original and 
courtly, the other a known popular tune. By the end of the century 4 and 5-part writing 
was common, and the formes fixes were abandoned.  This prevailed throughout the 16th 
century.  
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 In the 1500’s Josquin, Obrecht, and Moution composed the Netherlandish 
chanson, preferring a more naturalistic, and popular style of music. The 4-voice texture 
was the norm. A greater unity between text and music was sought, and text-painting 
becomes prevalent. Without the formes fixes the ‘free’ the chanson becomes much like 
the motet, with interlocking points of imitation, and so the Netherlandish chanson and the 
Franco-Flemish motet od Gombert, Willeart, and Clemens non Papa, are closely related 
in style.  
 While the Netherlandish chanson still flourished, three types of Parisian chanson 
developed in France. Pierre Attaignant published at least 70 collections of the new French 
chansons.  
1) The lyrical chanson featured treble-dominated homophonic textures and syllabic 
declamation. Semisy wrote many of these.  
2) The narrative chanson usually had chordal structure with rapid text declamation, 
typical of the Renaissance ‘patter’ song. Texts told a story. 
3) The program chanson used a descriptive text which the composer colorfully illustrated 
with the music. Janequin’s La gurre depicted sounds of battle in his music, although he is 
criticized as a composer of mediocre quality. 
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Biographic Identification:  
 
Orlando di Lassus: 1534-1594. Along with G. Palestrina, one of the great composers of 
16th century sacred music. A cosmopolitan composer who had already published books of 
madrigals, chansons and motets by the age of 24. Composed more than 2000 works. Style 
featured bold text painting, fugal imitation, more dissonance and chromaticism than 
Palestrina. He also wrote tenorleider.  
 
Jean-Baptiste Lully: 1632-1687. Italian born French composer. Court composer for King 
Louis XIV. Took French citizenship in 1661. Composed many French Ballets. Regulated 
bowing, forbade excessive ornamentation and unorthodox improvisation. A notorious 
bisexual & libertine. Died as a result of his own conducting. Help establish the French 
Grand Overture style.  
 
Francesco Landini: 1325-1397. Blind Italian composer, poet, organist, and instrument 
maker. The most important 14th century Italian composer and the leading composer of the 
ballate. His compositions represent almost ¼ of the total 14th century Italian secular 
reperoire. His organ playting was said to attract gatherings of birds that added their songs 
to his music.154 compositions known. 90 are 2-voice and 42 are 3-voice ballatas. 
 
Zoltan Kodaly: 1882-1967. Hungarian composer, ethnomusicologist, and educator. Along 
with Bartok, helped to create a new Hungarian national art music based on folk sources.  
Published several volumes of folk music studies. Develped an vocal-based educational 
method based on solmization, rhythmics symbols, and stick notation. Wrote hundreds of 
2- and 3-part sight-singing exercises, called the Kodaly Method. Mature works are an 
amalgamation of many influences, tonal, diatonic, colored by modality, and folk 
expression. 
 
Clara Schumann: 1819-1896. German virtuoso pianist, composer and teacher. Child 
prodigy taught by her father. Reportedly the first pianist to perform from memory in 
public. Married Robert Schumann. Intimately associated with Johannes Brahms. Became 
a proponent of husband, Beethoven, and Brahms. Wrote piano works, chamber music, 
song settings, and some orchestral works. 
 
Jelly Roll Morton: 1890-1941. Pianist, composer/arranger, and bandleader from New 
Orleans. One of the first jazz pianists and was the first jazz composer. Performed in both 
ragtime and jazz styles. Developed a more relaxed rhythmic swings style (than ragtime), 
reduced adornment; thus the first piano playing deserving the label jazz. First jazz 
musician to balance improvisation with composition in polyphonic New Orleans style. 
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Franz Liszt: 1811-1886. Hungarian born pianist, composer and teacher. The first great 
piano virtuoso. Used a sensational technique and concert personality, inspired by violinist 
Nicolo Paganini. Made many important piano transcriptions, promoting the music of 
others he admired. Played astounding amounts of music from memory. An incredible 
sight-reader. Influential in the new German Romantic “Music of the Furture” movement 
that included R. Wagner, Busoni (at first), Berlioz. Invented the symphonic poem, works 
featuring thematic transformation. Wrote piano concetos, transcendental etudes, 13 
symphonic poems, chamber and choral music. 
 
Olivier  Messian: 1908-1992. French composer, organist, and teacher. Eclectic influences 
and descendent of Debussy and Ravel. Loved Hindu and Greek rhythms, birdsong, chant, 
Ctholic mysticism, plainchant and Russian music. Wrote Technique de mon language 
musical, discussing compositional techniques. Teacher of Boulez. Coined the phrse 
“modes of limited transposition.” Wrote only one (10 mvt.) symphony Tarangalila which 
used the Ondes Martinot – an early electronic instrument. 
 
Luigi Boccherini: 1743-1805. Italin born cellist and composer. Wrote 20 symphonies, 4 
cello concertos, Operas and Stabat Mater. Generally compared to and overshadowed by 
Haydn in chamber music, as his music lacks in contrast and force.  Finally settled in 
Spain. Died in poverty. Total works number 467. 
 
Charles Ives: 1874-1954. American composer. The first to really integrate the American 
and European traditions. He anticipated many later developments in the 20th century, 
unfortunately many of his major works weren’t performed until the 1960’s or they may 
have been more influential on composers of Copland’s generation. Often quoted from 
diverse sources such as classical, gospel hymns, dance tunes, and marches. Loved 
dissonance and polytonalty.  A fierce individualist, wrote The Unanswered Question, 
symphonies, song-settings, sonatas, etc. 
 
Aaron Copland – 1900-1990. American composer, pianist, and conductor. Sought to 
create a distinctively American style, incorporating elements of jazz,. blues, ragtime and 
folk songs into his works. Used Mexican dance rhythms and traditional melodies. Ballets 
show an affinity with the cowboy and southwest. Mostly tonal musical language, though 
stretches the boundaries in the early symphonies. Open, transparent orchestration, quartal 
chords and open fifths. Some experimentation with serialism. Known chiefly for the 
ballets Appalachian Spring and Rodeo, wrote several piano works, and of course The 
Fanfare for the Common Man. 
 
Nicolo Paganini – 1782-1840. Virtuoso violinist and composer. Very influential 
showman and performer, affecting many other performer/composers, including the young 
Franz Liszt, whom transferred Paganini’s example to his own piano technique and 
performance. Paganin also played mandolin and guitar. His performances in Italy created 
a fervor. Berlioz wrote Harold in Italy for Paganini to play viola. Chopin, Liszt, 
Schumann, Brahms, and Rachmaninov used his compositions as models for some of their 
own works. 
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Georg Phillip Telemann – 1681-1767. Baroque. The most prolific German composer of 
all time. Worked also in music publishing, education, and theory. A contemporary of J.S. 
Bach, he wrote about 30 operas, 12 cantata cycles (over 1000 cantatas in total!), 46 
passions, oratorias, concertos, and chamber works. Works have been criticized for 
quantity before quality. 
 
Farinelli – (Carlo Broschi; 1705-82). The great Baroque era Italian castrasto singer. 
Worked with Scarlatti at the Madrid court. Studied with Porpora in Naples.  
 
Nadia Boulanger – 1887-1979. Master teacher, organist, conductor, and composer. 
Taught at the American Conservatory in Paris, and after W.W.II she lectured and taught 
at several colleges in the United States. In 1946 she returned to Paris. She is the most 
influential woman in the history of music pedagogy. Her students include: Aaron 
Copland, Virgil Thompson, Roy Harris, Walter Piston, Elliot Carter, Phillip Glass, and 
Quincy Jones. 
 
Luciano Berio  - 1925-2003. Italian composer-conductor. Used a wide variety of styles, 
including 12-tone serialism, electronic music, multimedia, and eclecticism. Worked with 
synthesizers and computers at Colombia University and Bell Laboritories during the 
1960’s and then returned to Italy.  Works include Sequenza for several different solo 
instruments.  
 
Cesar Frank – 1822-1890. Belgium, Romantic composer, teacher, and organist. Trained 
at the Liege Conservatory then moved to Paris and studied at the conservatory there. 
Earned a living as an organist for over 30 years. Met with little recognition by his 
contemporaries, his first great success came in the last year of his life with a performance 
of his string quartet. Works vary widely in quality. Symphony in D minor is still in the 
repertoire. His string quartet and other of his last works remain his best. 
 
Claudio Monteverdi – 1567-1643. Baroque era Italian composer. Nine books of 
madrigals consolidated the late Renaissance achievements and astablished new models 
for the baroque. He helped establish opera in Florence, Mantua, and Venice. Attacked by 
Artusi for unconventional dissonances. He coined the term seconda prattica to describe 
the new monodic style. L’Orfeo (1607) is an opera that used recitative, arias, stile 
concitato, and orchestra. He was the choirmaster at San Marco as well. He also wrote the 
opera L’incoronazione di Poppea. 
 
Andre Previn – b. 1929. Jewish/American composer and pianist. Born in Germany, fled 
the Nazis in 1938. First came to prominence writing Hollywood film scores. Toured and 
recorded as a jazz pianist in the late 1950’s. In later years began composing classical 
music, notably the opera A Streetcar Named Desire. 
 
Sergei Rachmaninof  - 1873-1943. Russian pianist and composer. Trained at St. 
Petersburg Conservatory. The finest pianist of his time. Panned in Grove’s dictionary. 
His piano concertos were very popular. Also wrote song settings,  The Sailor’s Wife, 
Vocalise. 
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Johannes Tinctoris. 1435-1511. Renaissance, Franco-Netherlader writer and music 
theorist, composer, poet, lawyer, and mathematician. Wrote a L’homme arme Mass, and 
the earliest printed dictionary of music terms Terminourm musicae diffinitorum -1495. 
 
Faustina Bordoni – 1700-1781. Classical era Italian soprano known as the “New Siren.” 
Discovered by Handel. She quarreled with singers, and was satirized by Gay in the 
Beggar’s Opera. Married Hasse.  
 
***Elisabeth Jacquet de la Guerre – 1659-1729. Baroque era French composer and 
harpsichordist. Came from a family of professional musicians. Most works dedicated to 
the King Louis XIV. Most notable works were for harpsichord pieces, sonatas, and 
cantatas. 
 
**Henry Cowell – 1897-1965. American composer, writer, performer, publisher, and 
teacher. Used tones clusters made on piano with fist or forearm. Taught John Cage. 
Developed the idea of prepared piano, first carried out by Cage. Wrote works for band, 
keyboard, orchestra. Did arrangements of folk songs. 
 
Witold Lutoslawski – 1913-1994. Most prolific Polish composer after Chopin. Studied 
piano in Warsaw. Used Polish folk music. Used aleatory process some. Wrote 4 
symphonies, a piano concerto, and song cycles. 
 
*Alessandro Scarlatti – 1660-1725. Baroque era founder of the 18th century Neopolitan 
school. Wrote cantatas and oratorios. Standardized the Italian Overture. His style of opera 
became opera seria. Used secco and accpagnato recitatives before they were known as 
such. Favored Da Capo arias. Wrote the opera La Griselda. 
 
Camille Saint-Seans – 1835-1921. Late Romantic French composer, organist and pianist. 
Studied at Paris Conservatoire. Employed as organist. Famous as composer and virtuoso. 
Wrote 4 symphonic poems, a Mass, 5 piano concertos, a violin concerto, cantatas, 
oratorio, a ballet. Editor of Rameau’s complete works. 
  
Dizzy Gillespie – 1917-1993. 20th century American jazz trumpeter, composer and band-
leader. With Charlie Parker, Thelonius Monk, and Max Roach, is credited with inventing 
the virtuosic bebop style, placing more emphasis on technically challenging 
improvisation, and deemphasizing arrangements. Fast tempos took jazz music off the 
dance floor. The first to use Latin American musicians in jazz, Chano Pozo. One of the 
few bandleaders to have a bebop big band. Wrote Manteca, A Night in Tunisia, Groovin’ 
High. Biography entitled To Be or not to Bop. 
 
William Byrd – 1543-1623. Renaissance English virginalist and composer. Creator of the 
Verse anthem. Studied under Thomas Tallis, composed polyphoinic Latin church music 
in England. One of the first to write music for solo voice and instrumental 
accompaniment, which were a consort of viols. Used canon in his motets, and was a 
pioneer in music for virginal, and chamber strings. Considered the father of all keyboard 
music.  
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Bela Bartok – 1882-1945. 20th century Hungarian composer, ethnomusicologist, and 
pianist. He worked primarily as a teacher and pianist. A national representative, 
incorporating Hungarian, Slovak, and Romanian peasant music into his mature works, 
along with Kodaly. Wrote:  Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste (which features 
elements of the Golden Section or Mean), Mikrokosmos,the expressionist influenced 
opera Bluebeard’s Castle, and four string quartet masterworks, 3 piano concertos, 2 
violin concertos. 
 
Amy Beach – 1867-1944. 20th century American pianist and composer. Appeared 
frequently in recitals and orchestral concerts. Performed with the Boston Symphony. 
Composed a one-act opera in 1932, a piano concerto, a string quartet, sonata for vln. & 
piano. 
 
Hector Berlioz – 1803-1869. Romantic, French composer and coductor. Like Liszt and 
Schumann, was a music critic. Wrote his own biography. His treatise on orchestration 
advocated the use of new instruments, the saxophone being one. He expanded the idea of 
the program symphony, his first symphony being the Symphonie fantastique, which use 
the idée fixe (an associative theme) of his ‘beloved’ as a cyclic unification between 
movements. Other works include the symphony/viola concerto - Harold en Italie, Romeo 
et Juiliette – a concert opera, and his Grand Opera Les Trojens. 
 
Arcangelo Corelli – 1653-1713. Baroque, Italian composer and violinist. He is the first 
composer to derive his fame from instrumental composition, and the first to create 
‘classic’ instrumental works that remained popular long after their style had become 
antiquated. Dislike virtuoso display. Standardized the sonata de chiesa structure (slow-
fats-slow-fats). Works include concerto grossi, sonata da chiesa and da camera, solo 
concertos. 
 
C.P.E. Bach – 1714-1788. Classical era, north German keyboardist and composer, and 
son of J. S. Bach. A chief exponent of theEempfindsamkeit style, a north German 
aesthetic that aimed to achieve intimate and subjective forms of expression, including 
sudden changes of mood and dynamics. His symphonies and keyboard works are also 
aligned with the Sturm und Drang, a style that sought to evoke emotions as “frighten and 
stun” imlies. Wrote the Essay on the true art of playing keyboard instruments in 1753, an 
important source of information for keyboard playing at the time. 
 
Isaac Albeniz – 1860-1909. Romantic era, Spanish pianist and composer. His ambition 
was to become a pupil of Liszt, which he did in Budapest. Toured with Anton 
Rubenstein. Studied composition with d’Indy. Prolific writer for the piano, influenced by 
Debussy in later life. 
 
Gunther Schuller – b.1925. 20th century American composer, conductor, educator, writer, 
publisher, and record pruducer. Priciple French hornist with the Cincinnati Symphony for 
two years.  Credited with coining the term third stream, a style that incorporates jazz and 
classical music. Past president of the New England Conservatory. Compsed over 160 
works. 
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Louis Moreau Gottschalk – 1829-69. The first American to be acclaimed an international 
virtuoso, and mostly performed his own romantic music. Spent most of his time outside 
the United States. His music was influenced by Negro, Latin, Creole, and Spanish 
rhythms. 
 
Phillip Glass – b.1937. American composer. Along with Reich, Riley and Young, was 
principle in establishing minimalism in the 1960’s. Studied with Ravi Shankar and used 
estern approaches to time and timbre. Abandoned his training with Boulanger, but called 
Faure his musical ‘grandfather.’  Composed several film scores, multi-media (Einstein on 
the Beach), and instrumental ensemble, electronic, and keyboard works. 
 
John Cage – 1912-1992. American composer and avid mushroom hunter, he was one of 
the leading figures of the postwar avant-garde. Poetry and theater helped establish his 
aesthetic of music. Published philosophical writings and poetry; mostly esoteric musings. 
Loved zen and Eastern religions. Used prepared piano. Compsed electronic and aleatory 
music, Used radios and other non-musical instruments in compositions. The 99 Stories is 
a work for narrator and improvised synthesizer. A conceptual work for silent piano is his 
4’33”-1952, where the performer is instructed to tacit. 
 
Christoph Willibald Gluck – 1714-1787. Bohemian composer. Set out to reform opera 
seria, describing his ideals in his preface to his opera Alceste -1767. Sought greater 
naturalism in opera. Dislike inappropriate vocal virtuosity, wanted smoother transitions 
between recitative and aria, wanted arias to be dramatically appropriate, sought to 
connect the overture to the drama. Incorporated features of French grand opera (Rameau, 
Lully). Wrote: Orfeo ed Euridice 
 
Miles Davis – 1926-1991. American jazz trumpeter, bandleader, painter and composer. 
At the forefront of almost every jazz stylistic innovation of his time. Credited with Cool 
(The Birthe of the Cool – 1949), Hard-bop, Modal (Kind of Blue – 1958), 
Fusion(Bitches Brew & In a Silent Way -1969). Led two of the greatest rhythm sections 
in jazz history, after Count Basie.  Changed the sound of the trumpet, and made the 
harmon mute w/o plunger his trademark sound. Ballad playing was unsurpassed. Almost 
all of his sidemen have now establish permanent careers in jazz performance. 
 
Jean-Baptiste Lully: 1632-1687. Italian born French composer. Court composer for King 
Louis XIV. Took French citizenship in 1661. Composed many French Ballets. Regulated 
bowing, forbade excessive ornamentation and unorthodox improvisation. A notorious 
bisexual & libertine. Died as a result of his own conducting. Help establish the French 
Grand Overture style.  
 
Aurthur Sullivan – 1842-1900. Recipient of the 1st Mendelssohn scholarship in Britain 
(1856). Part of the Gilbert and Sullivan team, that wrote the English comic operas, or 
operettas, The Mikado, H.M.S. Pinafore. 
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*William Billings – 1746-1800. American composer. A tanner by trade, and self-taught 
teacher of choral singing. Composed 340 works, almost all sacred choral pieces for 4-part 
voices. Also wrote fuging tunes, anthems, and canons. The New England Psalm Singer -
1770, was his first published collection. 
 
Cristobal Morales – 1500-1594. The first major Spanish composer of early 16th century 
sacred music. Published 16 Masses in Rome, and many motets, magnificats. 
 
Francesca Caccini – 1588-?) Daughter of Guilo Caccini. She wrote The First Book of 
Music which is important to the early monody repertoire. Her opera The Liberation of 
Ruggerio was the first Italian opera performed outside of Italy. 
 
Sergei Prokofiev – 1891-1953. Russian composer and pianist. Lived outside of Russia for 
a time but was seduced back, and then suffered persecution. His style was neoclassic, 
using dissonance, sarcasm, and caricature. Wrote a ballet on Romeo and Juliet, 7 
symphonies, 5 piano concertos,  film scores, and chamber works. 
 
Edvard Grieg – 1843-1907. Norwegian composer, pianist, and conductor. Foremost 
promoter of 19th century Scandinavian music. Best known for lyric pieces, songs and 
piano miniatures. His string quartet anticipated Debussy. Best known for his Peer Gynt 
Orchestral Suite. 
 
Louis Armstrong – 1901-1971. American jazz trumpeter and vocalist. Born in New 
Orleans. Liberated the solo from the traditional jazz polyphonic texture. Refined the 
swing feel, invented scat singing, created the musical lexicon for riffs in the swing era. 
Only eclipsed by the bebop era. The single most important jazz musician in history.  
 
Victor Herbert – 1859-1924. Irish-American cellist, conductor and composer. Wrote the 
operetta, Babes in Toyland. His second cello concerto is excellent. 
 
Johan Nepomuk Hummel – 1778-1837. A Roantic era Bohemian pianist and composer. A 
child prodigy, he studied keyboard with Mozart, and later with Clementi and Salieri. 
Brief was the church music director for Esterhauzy court. 
 
Edgard Varese – 1883-1965. American composer from France. Developed the concept of 
organized sound, and musique concrete. Loved rhythm and wrote for percussion 
ensembles, Ionisation. Experimented with electronic music, with Xenakis and Le 
Corbusier wrote Poeme Electronique. 
 
Maurice Ravel – 1875-1937. Late Romantic composer. Student of Faure. Five failed 
attempts failed at Prix de Rome…a scandal. Eclectic in style, often associated with 
Impressionism. Daphne et Chloe ballet is a masterwork. Most famous work is Bolero. 
 
Gioseffo Zarlino  - 1517-1590. Renaissance era Italian theorist and composer. His teatise 
Le institutione harmoniche established Willeart’s method of counterpoint as models. His 
suggested that modal and chordal structures were dependent on each other.  
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Johan Christian Bach  - 1735-1782. A Classical era composer, organist, and youngest 
son of J.S. Bach. Composer of Italian Gallant style opera in London. wrote opera for the 
King’s theater. 
 
Johann Strauss II – 1825-1899. The younger. Romantic era German composer of 
Viennese operettas, which were very popular after 1860. Die Fledermaus and several of 
his other operas are still standard repertoire. He is known as the waltz king, the Blue 
Danube. 
 
Charlie Parker – 1920-1955. American jazz alto saxophonist. With Dizzy Gilllespie, 
invented bebop. Perhaps the greatest improviser jazz has yet produced. An important 
influence on all jazz musicians that followed. 
 
Alexander Scriabin – 1872-1915. A late Romantic Nationalist Russian composer and 
pianist. Turned the corner into 20th century techniques. Influenced by Chopin and Liszt. 
A superb miniaturist, wrote many preludes, has an impressionistic influence. Interested in 
the color possibilities in music. 
 
Erik Satie – 1866-1925. Late Romantic era, French composer and pianist. Limited 
compositional techniques, yet his ideas anticipate many 20th century developments, 
including minimalism, and organized total chromaticism. Style was simple, and included 
popular influences.A major influence in John Cage. Wrote a ballet Parade.  
 
Fanny Hensel – 1805-1847. A Romantic era German pianist and composer. Older sister 
of Felix Mendelssohn. Wrote part songs, lieder, and pianoforte pieces. 
 
Heinrich Schutz – 1586-1672. Baroque era German composer and organist. First German 
composer of international stature. Wrote over 500 sacred and secular works. A fusion of 
Italian and German styles. A church musician not wed to traditional Lutheran chorale 
melodies. Composed concertato motets. An influence on J.S. Bach. 
 
Franciscus Gaffurius – 1451-1522. Renaissance era Italian musical theorist and priest.  
Worked with Tinctoris in the Flemish school. Wrote Practica Musicae.  
 
Richard Rogers – 1902-1979. American songwriter. Partner of Lorenz Hart, and Oscar 
Hemmerstein. He had dozens of musical hits for stage and screen. Babes in Arms, Sound 
of Music. 
 
Francois Couperin – Baroque era composer, harpsichordist, and organist. The most 
important musical figure in France between Lully and Rameau. His treatise L’Art de 
toucher le clavecin is a pedagogy for the clavichord. He published collections of 
keyboard works called ordres, which consisted of stylized dances and character pieces. 
He wrote church music, cantatas, organ works, and chamber ensembles. 
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Gabriel Faure – 1845-1924. A late-Romantic era French composer, teacher, pianist, and 
organist. Most advanced composer of his generation, his innovations affected many later 
composers, including Ravel.  
 
Louis Spohr – 1784-1859. A Romantic era German violinist and composer. Dislike 
Beethoven and Weber. The leading minor composer in the first half of the 19th century. 
He invented the chin-rest! One of the first conductors tom use a baton. Wrote 13 operas, 
10 symphonies, 34 string quartets (with reminiscence motives), an oratorio, a Fuast 
opera. 
 
Samuel Scheidt – 1587-1654 – A Baroque era German organist and composer. He studied 
with Sweelink, wrote Tabulatura nova for organ, a set of cantus firmus variations. 
 
Kurt Weil – 1900-1950. German-American composer. Studied with Busoni in Berlin. 
Expressionism and abstraction were his style. Along with Bertold Brecht, he resurrected 
theBeggars Opera, calling his the Little Three-Penny Opera- 1928, as a farce of the 
Berlin underworld. Escaped Germany in 1933. Disliked Wagnerian opera. Loved 
Singspiel. Loved economy when composing. 

Duke Ellington – 1899-1974. Black American Jazz pianist, band-leader, and composer. 
Held together a band for 50 consecutive years. Trained in the east-coast stride piano style. 
Wrote over 2000 works. Had many popular hits during the swing era, including Take the 
A Train, In a Sentimental Mood, many written with Billy Strayhorn. Worked with all of 
the great 20th century jazz musicians. The first jazz composer to write large scale, multi-
movement concert works, Black, Brown and Beige, and Black and Tan Fantasy.  He was 
nevertheless more successful in the smaller forms. 
 
Franz Joseph Haydn – 1732-1809. Classical era composer and pianist. Studied with 
Popara. Worked in the patronage system. Ecelled in every genre of his era. Beloved in his 
lifetime. Used Empfinsamkeit and Sturm und Drang. Some programmatic references, wit. 
Pioneered the use of scherzo in place of minuet and trio. Practically invented the 
symphony (104) and string quartets. Wrote an oratorio The Creation. 
 
Irving Berlin – 1888-1989. Born Irael Bellin. Jewish-American composer and lyricist. 
Most prodigious of the songwriters. Produced 17 film scores, 21 Broadway shows. 
Composed God Bless America and White Christmas. 
 
Roger Sessions  -1896-1985. American composer and French Hornist. Entered Harvard at 
age 14. Contributer to the Harvard Review. Professor at the University of California. 
Worked with Aaron Copland. Composed two excellent symphonies.  
 
Marin Marais – 1656-1728. A Baroque era, French viola da gambist and pupil of Lully. 
wrote suites with basso continuo, and the opera Alcyone.  
 
Christopher Hogwood – b1941. Britich conductor and harpsichordist. Founded the 
Academy of Ancient Music. Teaches at the Royal Academy of Music and King’s 
College. 
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Gustav Mahler – 1860-1911. Austrian composer and conductor. Wrote large scale 
symphonies and songs. Post Wagnerian. Symphonies (9) were long and formally 
complex, cyclic and programmatic. Incorporated voice into four of his symphonies. An 
excellent conductor. Quoted Beethoven, Brahms, Wagner, and Mendelssohn in his 
works. 
 
Gustav Holst  - 1874-1934. English composer. Stly incorporates Hindu philosophy, 
English folk song, and well-grounded Western forms. Orchestral work The Planets was 
very popular.  
 
Hans von Bulow – 1830-1894. Romantic era German pianist and the finest opera 
conductor of his time. A stooge of his ex-father-in-law Wagner. He premiered many 
symphonies of Wagner, Brahms and Tchaikowsky. 
 
Wynton Marsalis  - American jazz and classical trumpeter. First jazz musician to receive 
the Pulitzer Prize for his composition Blood of the Fields. Director of the Lincoln Center 
Jazz Orchestra. 
 
Michael Tilson Thomas – b1944. American conductor, pianist, composer. Studied at 
U.S.C. conducted the London Symphony and San Francisco Symphony. Recorded the 
complete symphonies of C. Ives. 
 
Leopold Mozart  - 1719-1787. A Classical era violinist and father of Wolfgang. Wrote the 
Versuch einer grunlichen Violinschule, the most important method of the time. Lived 
vicariously through his son. 
 
George Gershwin – 1898-1937. American composer, pianist, conductor and songwriter. 
Began in Tin Pan Alley. By 20 he was a Broadway show writer, and wrote popular 
concert music by age 30. Partnered on many songs with brother Ira. Used jazz and blues 
elements. Wrote Rhapsody in Blue for Paul Whiteman’s band. An American in Paris was 
also a very popular orchestral work. His musical operetta Porgy and Bess was very 
successful. 
 
Paul Hindemith – 1895-1963. German composer, teacher, theoritst, violinist, and 
conductor. His early works display expressionist tendencies; his mature style was neo-
classical. Sought practical applications for the arts, Gebrauchmusik. Believed that high-
quality music should be written for amateurs as well as professionals. Opera Mathis der 
Mahler, keyboard work Ludas tonalis. Wortoe Pedagogical treatise,The Craft of Musical 
Composition-1954, criticized the separation of melody from harmony, and the 
dependance on chords built in thirds.. 
 
Steve Reich – b.1936. American composer. Early proponent of minimalism. Studied 
drumming in Africa, performed on Terry Riley’s In C. Developed Phase music, a quasi-
canonic procedure where ostinatos move in and out of phase. Very hypnotic.  
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Cesar Cui – 1835-1918. Russian Nationist composer of French descent. An authority on 
military fortifications. 1st disciple of Balakirev and the Five. Mostly composed vocal 
works and an opera, The Madarin’s Son.  
 
Francois-Joseph Gossec – 1734-1829. A Classical era French composer that studied with 
Rameau in Paris. Composed 30 symphonies, chamber music, trio sonatas, many works 
for stage. He is the first to introduce horns and clarinets into French Opera orchestra. 
 
Adrian Willeart – 1490-1562. Renaissance French composer at San Marco in Venice. 
Pupil of Mouton. Zarlino was his pupil. A Franco-Flemish master that followed in 
Josquin’s path. 
 
Richard Strauss – 1864-1949. The younger. Late Romantic German composer and 
conductor. Major contributions were in the tone poem and opera. Early operas include  
Salome,  and Elektra, and later Der Rosenklavier. Famous for tone poem Also Sprch 
Zarathustra. 
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Term Identification: 

sinfonia: 1) literally symphony. 2) A name chosen by Bach for his three-part inventions. 
3) In the baroque period (1600-1750) a name for orchestral pieces of Italian origin, in 
1690 A. Scarlatti standardized this into the Italian Overture, which became a forerunner 
to the modern symphony. 

talea: A late medieval isorhythmic technique of the rhythmic ostinato, used especially in 
Franconian and Petronian motets. 

drama giocoso: A term used on Italian librettos after 1750, to denote comic opera. 
Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Characters from serious opera appeared along side peasants, 
servants, and elderly buffoons that were traditional in comic opera. 

coloratura: A rapid passage, run, or trill, or similar virtuoso material- particularly used in 
18th &19th century operatic vocal melodies. Term is also used for stereotyped 
ornamentation formulae of 16th century keyboard & lute music. 

episode: a secondary passage forming a digression from the theme, especially used in 
fugues. 

allemande: generally a first movement of the baroque dance suite. This is an instrumental 
dance in moderate quadruple time. Allemandes appear in the mid-16th century, were 
written by Couperin, Bach, Rameau, and Handel. 

metric modulation: A change from one time signature/tempo (meter) to another, wherein 
the note value from the first meter is made equivalent to a differing note value in the 
second meter, much like a pivot. Elliot Carter called this tempo modulation. 

thematic transformation – The process of modifying a theme to retain previous 
associative qualities. Beethoven was a master at motivic transformation, but thematic 
transformation becomes a favorite method in the Romantic era. Berlioz’s idée fixe is an 
example, as he used a them of his ‘beloved’ as a cyclic unification between the moments 
of his Symphonie fantastique. Liszt’s Faust symphony has themes for Faust, Gretchen and 
Mephistopheles. 

sackbut – A medieval name for the trombone. The instrument had a narrower bell curve 
than the modern instrument, and first appears in the 15th century. 

 Hypodorian – One of the medieval modes (octave species) used to classify chants. The 
hypodorian mode starts a 5th above and below the final (initial tone). Thus Dorian mode 
e, Hypodorian on b, Hypodorian on A. 
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*concerto grosso: A popular baroque instrumental form of concerto wherein the large 
group (ripieno) alternates with the small group (concertino). Most common in the 
concertino are 2 violins and cello, used by Corelli and Handel; Bach often featured more 
varied combinations. Developed from an influence of polychoral practices, and emerged 
as an offshoot of the sonata for string orchestra. The concerto grosso was influential on 
the early developments of the symphony. 
 
isorhythmic motet – works from the 14th and 15th centuries featuring rhythmic (talea) and 
melodic (color) ostinato patterns in the treatment of the cantus firmus, characteristic of 
the Ars Nova period. A development of modal rhythm of the 13th century. This technique 
was also applied to the upper parts in panisorhythmic motets. Ciconia, Dunstable, and 
Dufay used this technique. 
 
cyclic form – usually used in sonatas or symphonies of the Romantic era, in which 
thematic material appears as a unifying device in all the movements. Berlioz’ Symphonie 
fantastique is used as an example, but Beethoven’s 5th symphony does as well. Mass 
movement in the 15th & 16th century used cyclic techniques, when the separate 
movements were based on the same tenor, motto, or even a polyphonic section. 
 
con sordino – literally means ‘with a mute,’ unlike con sardino, ‘with a fish.’ 

tonal answer – a modified transposition of a subject entry, as opposed to the exact 
diatonic transposition of a real answer. Fugal themes are called soggetto. 

galliard – a quick 16th century Italian dance in duple 6/8 meter, similar to the salterello. 
Attaignant published several of these, often coupled to a pavane. 

musica ficta – 10th-16th centuries, the theory of chromatic, or non-diatonic tones. Early 
times a Bb was admitted in the practice of chant, Odo of Cluny, and thus not considered 
musica ficta. Non-diatonic tones resulted from modifications or transpositions of church 
modes. Rarely indicated in the music. 

mensuration signature -  a general term for relationships between note values, 
comparable to the different meters of the modern system. In use from c1250-1600. 
Franco of Cologne is credited with the first mensural system in his Ars cantus 
mensurabilis of 1260. 
 
*Theremin - An early (1924) electronic musical instrument, named after its Russian 
inventor. Now the sound of late 1950’s apocalyptic science fiction movies. No moving 
parts, pitch and volume changes are achieved with resistors that manipulate radio 
frequencies. A contemporary of the French electronic keyboard, the ondes-martinot. 

octatonic scale – An eight-tone scale,  most commonly the half-whole, or whole-half 
scale (aka diminished scale). Added notes scales are also very common in bebop jazz, 
placing a half-step interval between 5 & 6 (bebop major) or 7 & 8 (bebop dominant) of 
the major scale. 
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viola da gamba - Renaissance and baroque term. The original name for all of the viols, as 
they were held between the legs. However, specifically this term applied to the bass size 
of the family, or the bass viol. A six stringed instrument, generally fretted, played with a 
bow, and often used as a solo instruments. Bach wrote sonatas for this instrument. They 
were superceded by the violin family. 
 
organ stop – The mechanical device by which the player can draw on or shut off the 
registers, or ranks of pipes on an organ. Most organs have two keyboards, each 
controlling 5 or 6 stops, and a pedal keyboard that controls another 2 to 5 stops.  
    
rondeau – one of the three formes fixes that dominated the 14th & 15th century French 
chanson and poetry. ABaAabAB, a refrain form that reached its definitive form by the 
early 13th century. De la Halle, Machaut, Cordier, Dufay all wrote in this form. 
 
Neo-classicism – A 2oth century style that emerged between the 2 world wars. Originally 
a derogatory term applied to the music of Brahms, by the Wagner/Liszt music-of-the-
future- camp, the idea was championed by Stravinsky in Pulcinella, and is obvious in 
Prokofiev’s 1st Symphony, the ‘classical.’ The style featured the use of renaissance, 
baroque, and classical forms and techniques, i.e. passacaglia, sonata-allegro, rondo, 
theme and variations, in reaction to the excesses of German romanticism. Composers of 
the French Les Six (Poulenc, Milhaud, Honneger, et al), and even Dutchman, Carl 
Nielsen (3rd Symphony), wrote neoclassic music. 
 
style galant – ‘galant’ was first used by Voltaire in meaning “to please” in courtly 
manners. Term came to signify an Italian style of music and manner of performance, 
transferring the theatrical, fluid melodies of Italian vocal music to instrumental writing. 
Light accompaniments, periodic melodies, homophonic textures with slower harmonic 
rhythm. Emphasis on pleasantness and prettiness. In architecture this was known as the 
Rococo. Francois Couperin, Telemann, D. Scarlatti, C.P.E. Bach. 
 
scat singing – attributed to Louis Armstrong when he dropped his lyrics while recording 
Heebie Jeebies, and continued to perform nonsense syllables in the manner of an 
improvising instrumentalist.  Now it is a convention among jazz vocalists to solo over a 
tune in this manner, just as would be expected of the instrumentalists. 
 
basso continuo – thoroughbass – a Baroque method of indicating an accompanying part 
by the bass notes, and intervals indicated above the bass note. Usually performed by a 
chordal instrument (harpsichord) and bass instruments (cello, or bassoon). The basso 
continuo operates very much like a modern jazz rhythm section. 
 
shawm – 13th-16th century form of oboe used extensively in Europe. Later designated the 
Hautbois. 
 
Gebrauchsmusik – Term coined by Hindemith in the 1920’s meaning “music for use.” 
That is music intended for practical use by amateurs, in the home or at informal 
gatherings. 
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Neopolitan sixth – The bII (supertonic) Major triad in a key. In C major, this would be 
the Db Major triad, in first inversion, and most often precedes a cadence. 
 
fantasia – Renaissance term for an instrumental work whose form springs from the ‘flight 
of fancy.’ It has been applied to a wide variety of keyboard styles, especially those of an 
improvisatory nature, i.e. JS Bach’s Chromatic fantasia. Also used to describe Romantic 
era character pieces, free sonata forms, and operatic-like instrumental works, i.e. Liszt’s 
Don Juan fantasia. 
 
oratorio – an extended musical work for voices and orchestra, typically with sacred, 
dramatic text. In essence a non-staged opera with greater emphasis on the chorus. 
Performed in concert with no scenery, costumes or action. Inspired by Neri, whom on the 
insistence of the Council of Trent, gathered groups in the oratory to sing laudes and hold 
spiritual discussions. Oratorios have a strong Lutheran tradition. Bach, Handel, and 
Carissimi. 
 
parody mass – a cyclic mass setting of the Ordinary which borrows entire polyphonic 
textures from other pre-existing works. A 16th century technique moving away from the 
15th century borrowing of a single voice. Gombert and Clemens non Papa wrote these. 
 
program symphony – a Romantic era orchestral work written in the general design of a 
symphony, yet based on a programmatic idea. Beethoven’s Pastorale symphony. Each 
movement has its own title indicating an aspect of the general program Berlioz’ 
Symphonie Fantastique and its idée fixe is often used as an example. Liszt wrote many of 
these works before coming up with his version, the Symphonic Poem. 
 
quodlibet –term applied to humorous polyphonic music in which popular tunes were 
combined, usually humorously incongruently. Two types: 1) polyphonic quodlibets that 
use borrowed musical material: Bach’s Goldberg Variations 2) textual quodlibets, that 
use borrowed texts and their corresponding music: Josquin’s Stabat Mater 3) successive 
quodlibets, simpler in which various melodies are quoted in succession: O rosa bella. 
 
Expressionism – an artistic trend that thrived from 1910-1930, very prominent in the 
visual arts of Austria and Germany. Inner conscious is represented in distorted 
abstraction. No attempt made at realism. (Precursor to Surrealism which represents the 
dream state.) Extreme psychological states. In music it is expressed though graphic, 
disturbing texts, dissonance, jagged phrasing, and the Sprechstimme of Schoenberg’s 
Peirott Lunaire. 
 
estampie – a 13th & 14th century dance type in France and Italy. One of the earliest 
surviving types of instrumental music. Four to seven, puncta sections, which are repeated 
aa-bb-cc-, etc. Kalenda Maya. 
 
passacaglia – probably originated in 17th century Spain. Similar to a chaconne, the 
passacaglia is an ostinato bass progression, which has variations above it on successive 
repetitions. Chaconne is an ostinato harmonic progression. Bach, Couperin, Brahms. 
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graphic notation – music notation which uses non-traditional symbols to convey 
information about the performance. George Crumb Ancient Voices of Children.  
 
theorbo – a long-necked lute used in 16th century Italy, inspired by the Bardi’s Florentine 
Camerata, and the desire for an extended bass range and the basso continuo. 
 
pentatonicism – based on the 5-note pentatonic scale, often associated with China and 
Japan. Ravel and Debussy are associated with this scale in western music, although this is 
the most widespread scalar system in the world. It is at once ancient and exotic, though 
its use allows for no modulation nor chromaticism. 
 
endless melody – unendliche Melodie - A romantic term often applied to the instrumental 
music of Bruckner and Brahms, but attributed to Richard Wagner’s ideal or replacing 
traditional arias-recitatives with a continuous music/drama. Vocal lines are part of the 
musical texture, not arias with accompaniment. The music is continuous throughout the 
act. 
 
villancico: A renaissance term for a late 15th-16th century Spanish sacred genre, idyllic or 
amorous subject matter, a refrain form AbbaA (same as the Ballata and Virelai). Similar 
to the frotolla but more rhythmically complex, using syncopation and hemiola. In the 17th 
century, villancico was used in the liturgy on feast days, and became comparable to the 
cantata or anthem. Encina most important composer. They become very popular in Latin 
America in the 17th & 18th century, though the church discouraged their use. 
 
stretto: A baroque term, applies to fugal technique, when the answer enters before the 
subject has been completed. In non-fugues, stretto is a concluding section in a faster 
tempo-usually the end of a last movement, as in Beethoven’s 5th symphony. 
 
12-bar blues: A late 19th century contribution of American blacks. Most identifying 
characteristic is the occurrence of the Subdominant in the 5th measure of the 12 bar form. 
Many blues have differing number of measures, but this 12 bar form is the standard by 
which instrumentalists prefer in groups. Soloists will not usually adhere to strict 12-bar 
formats, especially in country blues of Howlin’ Wolf or Robert Johnson. 
 
operetta: An 18th century short opera; in 19th & 20th centuries, a theatrical piece of light 
and sentimental character, in simple and popular style, containing spoken dialogue, 
music, dancing, etc. Modern operettas developed in Vienna with Franz Von Suppe, and 
Paris with Jacques Offenbach. Johan Strauss the younger, raised this form to international 
fame with his Die Fledermaus(1874). Later in England the works of Gilbert and Sullivan 
represent the high-point, the Mikado as example. In America Jerome Kern’s Showboat is 
an example of how the operetta became the musical. 
 
portamento: In singing, the gradual slide between two pitches, in instrumental 
performance this is called glissando. 
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stop-time – a musical device in which the forward flow of the music stops, or seems to 
stop, suspended in a rhythmic unison, while in some cases an improvising instrumentalist 
or singer continues solo with the forward flow of the meter and tempo. 
 
Empfindsamkeit – North German style in mid 18th century, also empfindsamer Stil. Aim 
was to achieve an intimate and subjective expression. Often translated as the “sentimental 
style.’ A movement that considered immediate emotional responses, exemplified in the 
music of C.P.E. Bach.  
 
melodie – A solo song with accompaniment, corresponding to the German Lied. 
 
dulcian – A pre-17th century, Renaissance predecessor to the bassoon. 
 
stimmtausch – voice exchange. occurs sporadically in 12th century, common in the upper 
parts of organum triplum and quadruplum in Notre Dame polyphony. 
 
ritornello form – this term came into being with the accompanied monody around 1600. 
It is an instrumental prelude, interlude and postlude for a vocal works, a part that returns 
around strophes. In Preatorius’ Syntagma Musicum -1618, he says that ritornellos are 
used in dramatic music, vocal chamber music, and church music. This form is later found 
as the last movement of the Baroques Concerto Grosso, the ritornello returning 
identically, while all other sections are varied. 
 
divertimento – an 18th century term . A composition written for entertainment, a diverting 
tune, usually small ensembles of 3-8, Haydn, Mozart-37 pieces. 
 
*gavotte – a Baroque era French court dance and instrumental popular from late 16th-18th 
centuries. Sometimes appeared as part of a suite, usually after a sarabande. Very popular 
in Ballets and theatre; Lully set 37 gavottes. Couperin and Bach also wrote these. 
 
Parisian chanson – 1530-40. Renaissance French secular poem. Pierre Attaingnant 
published many of these. Written by Sermisy, Jannequin. More varied in subject matter 
and style, three types: lyrical, narrative, programmatic. Used simple chordal structures 
and abandoned the formes fixes. Melody in the top voice, close attention to text 
declamation. The last of the French chansons. 
 
*clavichord – a Baroque era stringed keyboard instrument used from 15th to 18th 
centuries. Very small in tone, but does have dynamics. the usual domestic instrument. In 
Germany 16-18th centuries. used during the Empfindsamkeit period. 
 
bitonality – the simultaneous use of two or more different keys. The Petrushka Chord. D. 
Milhaud, Mozart’s Musical Joke, Charles Ives’ Variations on America 
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sonata-rondo – a formal innovation of the Classical period used almost exclusively in 
finales. Uses the rondo scheme abaca…produces a recapitulation in the tonic (second A) 
before the development (C). A cross between sonata allegro and Rondo. Used by Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven 
 
color – ostinato melodic formula found in the Ars nova isorhythm. 
 
opera comique – a term for the French stage work 18th-20th centuries, that has vocal and 
instrumental music along with spoken dialogue. Light sentimental subjects with a happy 
ending. 
 
symphonic poem – an orchestral form in which a poem for program provides a narrative 
or provocative basis. Typically in one movement, flourished from the 1840’s to the 
1920’s. Said to have been created by Liszt. 
 
Klangfarbenmelodie  - term coined by A. Schoenberg to the possibility of tone colors on 
a single pitch level being perceived like melody. Used in his Farben from the Five 
Orchestral Pieces. 
 
minuet – a French dance in slow triple meter, very popular in  the aristocratic circles of 
the mid-17th to late-18th centuries. Often used as an optional movement in Baroque dance 
suites, later appears in Classical sonatas, symphonies, and string quartets, paired with the 
trio which is really another minuet. 
 
cornetto – a medieval instrument used until the middle of the 19th century. A straight or 
slightly bent piece of wood with drilled tone holes, played with a brass embouchure. 
 
rounded binary – A binary form wherein part of the A section returns after B.  
||:A:||:B-A:||  
 
Gamut – English version of gamma, meaning scale. In medieval usage it referred to the 
lowest note of the scale, in Guidonian terminology the gamma-ut. 
 
singspiel – late 17th early 18th century German Drama with music. Usually comic with 
music and spoken dialogue. Mozart’s Abduction from the Harem, Weber’s Der 
Freischutz, Featured the supernatural, rustic settings, and folk characters. 
   
song cycle – a group of related songs designed to form a musical entity. Schumann’s 
Dichterliebe. 
 
canon – a contrapuntal device where a statement in one voice is imitated strictly in 
another. A strict form of the canon is known as a round. Row Row Row Your Boat. 
 
Liber usualis – the common book, contains the most frequently used chants (texts and 
music) for both Mass and Office. 
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musica reservata – around 1552, a term applied to the music of Josquin and his 
followers, as opposed the preceding generation (Ockeghem, Obrecht, Isaac). Later was 
used as a designation for expressive interpretation of the text. No single meaning. 
 
minstrel show – earliest form of American comedy. Centered around racial humiliation in 
the guise of humor. Negro vaudeville just after the Civil War. 
 
opera seria – 18th century Italian operas based on a serious plot, divided into 3 acts.  
A. Scarlatti has been called the founder, but G.F.Handel was the a master. Mozart’s 
Idomeneo – 1781. 
 
pavane – a 16th century court dance, English virginalists, Byrd, and Bull wrote many. It 
was often coupled to the galliard in the Baroque instrumental suite of the 17th century. A 
slow processional dance.  
 
rota – a medieval name for a round. Sumer is icumen in. English. 
 
psalter – name for the Book of Psalms translated into the vernacular, frequently rhymed 
and provided with music for congregational singing. In  protestant hands the music was 
fairly simple, one note to a syllable. 
 
AABA – song form. 32 measures, each section in 8 measures, theme to the Flintstones 
 
ballad opera  - 18th century popular stage entertainment in England. spoken dialogue 
alternating with musical numbers. folk songs and famous melodies used. John Gays’ 
Beggar’s Opera. Influential in the development of German Singspiel.  
 
 stride piano – 1st solo jazz piano style, developed along the American east coast in the 
1920’s, Willie “the Lion” Smith, Count Basie, Meade “Lux’ Lewis, James P. Johnson is 
the father of the style, Duke Ellington,  
 
soggetto cavato – Italian for ‘carved subject.’ Used by G. Zarlino in hid Le institutione 
harmoniche – 1558. A musical subject made by carving out vowels from a sentence or 
word. Josquin’s Hercules Mass. 
 
virginal – an early type of harpsichord with one choir of strings, as early as 1511. Played 
by Englishman, William Byrd, the father of the keyboard, Thomas Morley, John Bull.. 
Fitzwilliam Virginal Book.   
 
ragtime – A style of American popular music from 1896-1918. Precursor to jazz. 
Disseminated through sheet music and piano rolls. Scott Joplin a major composer, his 
most famous piece Maple Leaf Rag. Feature 1/16th note syncopations in strict time. 
Dance music. 
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zarzuela – the most important type of Spanish opera. Music is mixed with spoken 
dialogue as in comic opera and English Ballad opera. Subject are not restricted to comedy 
however. Originally an aristocratic opera. Juan Hidalgo is the earliest composer. 
 
Sprechstimme – a contribution of A. Schoenberg. A type of vocal enunciation used in his 
Pierott Lunaire, midway between speech and song. Communicates distorted, 
otherworldly expressionist works.  
 
*virelai – one of the three formes fixes used in the Ars nova that dominated the 14th-15th 
century French song. AbbaA, same form as the Villancico and Ballata. Machaut 
established this as one of the formes fixes. also composed by Adam de la Halle, Dufay, 
and Ockeghem. 
 
harpsichord – a 2 manual, plucked string keyboard in used from the 16th-18th centuries. 
not capable of dynamics, it was the home unit for Bach, Mozart. AKA the clavicembelo. 
Couperin wrote L’Art de toucher de clavecin 1716, as a pedagogical treatise. Superceded 
by the gravecembelo piano forte in the early 1800’s. 
 
idée fixe – a term coined by Hector Berlioz to denote a musical idea similar to a 
leiutmotive. The idée fixe is representation of his beloved that returns as a cyclic 
unifiction in all of the movements of his programmatic symphony Symphonie fantastique. 
Balzac used the term to describe an obsessive idea. 
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Treatise Identification: 
 
Ars Nova: Phillip d’Vitry, 1318-20. Late Medieval treatise. (The New Art). Features a 
notational system compared to those found in the Le Romande Fauvel. Introduces the 
minim, red notes, and duple and triple subdivision of all long note values. This allowed 
for greater rhythmic flexibility in 14th century French music. Term is also applied to 14th 
century French polyphonic music, which features isorhythmic organization and rhythmic 
complexity. 
 
The Present State of Music in France and Italy – Charles Burney, 1771 & 1772. A 
classical era Englishman’s account of his travels through these countries in preparation 
for his later book A General History of Music – 1776, which he published in 4 volumes, a 
work that goes unrivaled until the Oxford History of music is published in 1900! It also 
rivals his contemporary, Sir John Hawkins’ music history book published around the 
same time.  
 
The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Provinces – 
Charles Burney, 1773. An later Baroque era account of his travels through these countries 
in preparation for his book, a 4 volume History of Music, published in 1776. On this trip 
he visited Frederick the Great play flute. His history book came at the same time the 
publication of Sir John Hawkins’ General History of the Science and Practice of Music – 
1776 was published. Burney’s history went unrivaled until the Oxford Dictionary was 
published in 1900. 
 
Musica Transalpina – Nicholas Younge, 1588. (Music Across the Alps). A Renaissance 
collection of the first printed Italian madrigals with English translations of texts; its 
publication reflected the English love of the Italian genre. Contains 57 pieces by Italian 
composers (one is by Wm. Byrd!). Works from the 1570’s by Frescobaldi and (early) L. 
Marenzio are well represented. This collection helped the influence of Italian madrigals 
on English composers of the time; as nearly all of them wrote madrigals. 
 
Ars cantus mensurabilis-(The art of rhythmic singing),  Franco of Cologne, 1260. A 
medieval treatise that introduces the semi-breve, resulting from the triple subdivision of 
the breve, and uses note shapes to indicate duration. His notation was capable of 
recording individual note values rather than sets of rhythmic patterns. He categorized 
different types of organum, including discant, copula, and organum found at Notre Dame. 
 
Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna – Vincenzo Gallilei, Florence, 1581. A late 
Renaissance work containing information on music of the ancient Greeks. States his 
preference for Pythagorus. Written in response to remarks by Zarlino.   
 
Il teatro alla moda – Bendetto Marcello, 1720. A late Baroque era satire on opera 
published anonymously. He criticized singers’ self-indulgent virtuosity, excessive 
ornamentation, and haughty behavior. He also directed his venom at pushy stage mothers. 
Work was reprinted 4 times.  
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Die Kunst der Fuge – J.S. Bach, 1748-49 (unfinished). (The Art of the Fugue –
BWV1080). Among his last compositions. A series of contrapuctus that illustrate all 
kinds of fugal devices. All of the fugues are based on the same subject, with differing 
countersubjects. Published by his son C. P. E. Bach, posthumously. The works probably 
not intended for performance, but for instruction. 
 
Poetics of Music: Igor Stravinsky – 1942. In 20th century America. Originally a series of 
lectures he gave a Harvard (1939-40) later published under this title. Ghostwritten by 
Roland Manuel, making authenticity questionable. He articulates neo-classical aesthetic. 
Claimed that the aim of music was to create a communion between humanity and the 
Supreme Being. Asserts that the more constraints the composer places upon himself, the 
freer he actually becomes. 
 
Syntagma musicum: Michael Praetorius – Vol. 1: 1615, Vol. 2: 1618-19, Vol. :3?: In 17th 
century Germany; a baroque encyclopedia in 3 volumes. Vol. 1 (2 & 3 in German) is in 
Latin and describes principles of liturgical music. Vol. 2 described the instruments of the 
time, including illustrations. Vol. 3 discussed musical forms and technical matters, 
including notation, solmization, transposition, polychoral writing, and performance 
practice. The work far surpasses anything published before it in Germany. 
 
Craft of Musical Composition: Paul Hidemith – 1937,1939,1970. In 20th century 
Germany. Text was published in English – 1954? Instruction in composition in 3 vols. 
Vol. 1 presents theoretical principles. Vol. 2 is exercises for composition of two- and 
three-part compositions. He believed his principles were based and derived from natural 
laws and held true for music of all periods. Was critical of the primacy of the diatonic 
scale, chords exclusively in thirds, and the separation of melody from harmony. 
 
L’Art de toucher le clavecin: Francois Couperin – 1716, rev. 1717 in 18th century Paris. A 
pedagogical treatise for playing the clavechord. Reflects on the early training of pupils, 
addressing fingerings, ornamentation (with examples), agrement symbols, and 
performance practice. Includes eight preludes to serve as teaching material and as 
introductory to the orders of his first two harpsichord books. Advises the student to play 
these in a flexible manner, as they are normally improvised. 
 
Sketch of a New Aesthetic of Music: Ferruccio Busoni – 1907. In 20th century Berlin. 
Made an immense contribution to electronic music, having heard about the new 
instrument created by Thaddeus Cahill, the telharmonium. He predicted the need for 
electronic instruments such as the telharmonium and made the development of electronic 
music known to a vast number of musicians and composers. This book attracted the 
attention of Edgard Varèse, who had also seen the need for new instruments, but did not 
know of their existence.  
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Le institutioni harmoniche: Gioseffo Zarlino – 1558 (2nd ed. 1573). A unique synthesis of 
the music theory of antiquity. One of the first treatises written in the vernacular language, 
not Latin. Paints an ideal version of the ancient world. Looks at music as an imitation of 
nature and natural laws. Challenges modal theory. The first to view harmony in terms of 
triads rather than interval. The first treatise to give a rational explanation of the rule 
forbidding parallel 5ths and 8vas.  Adopts Glareans 12 modes, but drops the classical 
names. Reorders the modes in 1573, to coincide with the just intonation C major scale. 
Discusses rules for Franco-Flemish polyphony. 
 
Harmonice musices odhaecaton A: Ottaviano Petrucci – 1501. The first large published 
collection of printed, polyphonic music; books B and C followed. Title promises 100 
songs, but the book only contains 96. Chansons, and other secular polyphonic music. 
Includes works by Josquin, Pierre de la Rue, Mouton, Obrecht, Busnois, and Isaac. 
 
Heiligenstadt Testament: Ludwig Beethoven – 1802. In Germany. Letter written to his 
brothers, intended to be read upon his death, but kept secret until then. In the letter he 
comes to terms with the despair of deafness. Decides to become a composer even though 
his career as a performer comes to an end. Decides to withdraw from society except in 
necessity. Rejects suicide as an option. Shortly thereafter he begins a prolific outpouring 
of compositions. 
 
Technique de mon language musical – Olivier Messian, 1944. (Technique of My Musical 
Language) A treatise in 2 volumes. the 2nd contains musical examples almost all of which 
are drawn from his own work. Extols melody as the musical element to which all others 
(rhythm and harmony) remain subservient. Six chapters on rhythmic theory. Puts forth 
the concept of ‘Modes of Limited Transposition.’ 
 
Versuch einer grundlichen Violinschule- Leopold Mozart, 1756. (Essay on the 
Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing) Provides valuable information about playing 
the instrument, and proper performance of 18th century music. Extensive writing about 
musical ‘taste.’  Incorporated many of the ideas of Tartini. Gives insight into the training 
of the young Wolfgang. 
 
Das Judenthum in der Musik – Richard Wager, 1850. Rev. 1869. A lengthy treatise on 
“Judaism in Music,” written under a pseudonym. Argued that superficial values in 
comtemporary art were embodied by Jewish musicians. Asserts the rootlessness of the 
Jews in Germany, and their identity as entrepreneurs and usurers, led to an artistically 
sterile German culture. Appeared in the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik. Attacks Meyerbeer 
and Mendelssohn. A landmark in German anti-semitism. 
 
Terminorum musicae diffinitorum – Johannes Tinctoris, 1495. The earliest printed 
dictionary of musical terms. Printed in Italy by Garardus de Lisa. Many of these 
definitions appear ‘plagerized’ in later works. 
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Micrologus – Guido d’Arezzo, c.1025. (Short Discourse) Theorist and teacher. This is the 
earliest treatise to discuss both polyphonic music and plainchant. After Boethius’ work, 
this is the most copied and read publication in the medieval era. Preserved in over 70 
manuscripts from the 11th-15th centuries.  He develops a system of solmization that 
incorporates a system of pitch notation on lines and spaces. Was addressed to singers to 
help them perform familiar and unfamiliar chants. Stressed ear-training. Discussed 
parallel organum as it appeared in the Music Enchiriadis, and created rules for oblique 
motion.  
 
Traite de l’hamonie reduit a ses principes naturels – John-Phillipe Ramaeu, 1726. An 
empirical work that asserts music acoustics are founded on rational priciples. Cites 
hundreds of chords that can be realized from a figured bass, and reduces these to a few 
categories. He establishes tonic, dominant, and subdominant as the mainstay of harmonic 
progression. Recognised chords in inversion, and establishes hierarchies of functional 
harmony. Discussed the fundamental bass line. 
 
**Pomerium – (artis musicae mensurate) (Orchard of the Art of Music),Marchetto da 
Padua, 1318-1326. Late Medieval. The earliest treatise to introduce a mesural system 
allowing both duple and triple subdivisions of the breve. Became the foundation for 
mensural theory of the Italian Trecento.  Divides the breve into tempus perfectum  and 
tempus imperfectum. Pomerium, the first section covers the function of stems, note 
shapes, divisions of time. The dot of division was used as a barline function by Italians at 
this time. Allowed for more rhythmic nuance in the Italian trecento polyphony. 
 
**De institutione musicae – Boethius, c.500. (Principles of Music, or Concerning the 
Arrangement of Music) Late Greek. The 1 volume collection of works devoted to the 
quadrivium – arithmetics, astronomy, music, and geometry. This was considered the most 
authoritative source on music during the middle ages, and was used as a text in 
universities for several centuries. Analyzes and seeks to explain the works of Pythagorus, 
Ptolemy, Aristoxenus. He espouses that music can shape moral character. Divides music 
into three categories: musica mundane (musical forces of the universe), musica 
intrumentalis (instumental music), musica humana (music that unifies the body and 
mind).  Asserts that the true musician is the scholar and critic. Several chapters on Greek 
modal theory, complete with charts illustrating the notational system. 
 
*El melopeo y maestro – Pietro Cerone, 1613. An enormous early Baroque era work. 849 
chapter – 1160 pages. A didactic introduction to music theory dealing mostly with the 
work of G. Zarlino. Covers the expressive and technical characteristics of the most 
important genres of the time: motets, Masses, ricercars, hymns, canticles, and frottolas. 
Believed that Palestrina’s compositions were the ideal. 
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Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote traversiere zu speielen – (Instructional essay on 
Playing the Tranverse Flute). J.J. Quantz, 1752. An early Classical era work. Only five 
chapters on flute playing! the remainder is dedicated to all phases of performance 
practice. Pt. 1. discussed all aspect of ornamentation on the flute including modifications 
to the instrument. Pt.2 discussed orchestral seating plans, bowing, and tempo in ensemble 
performance. Pt.3 describes characteristics of Italian, French, and German styles, and 
provides guidelines for evaluating compositions and performers. 
 
A General History of the Science and Practice of Music – Sir John Hawkins – 1776. An 
early Classical era work. Most valuable for its views of the time, rather than its historical 
accuracy. Written at the end of the Sturn und Drang period, just before the transition into 
the Classical era. This work rivaled the history book of Charles Burney, though Burney’s 
is now considered the more important, historically. 
 
***Dodecachordon- H. Glareanus, 1547. Renaissance treatise in 3 vols. He attempts to 
reconstruct the modes of the ancient Greeks, based on Boethius and Gaffurius. Expands 
the 8 modes to a 12 mode system applied to plainchant, monophony, and polyphony. 
Remarkable also for its analysis of the works of Josquin and other ealy 16th century 
masters. 
 
***Music and Imagination – Aaron Copland, 1952. A book produced from lectures he 
gave at Harvard when he was Norton Professor of Poetics. He describes the part a freely 
imaginative mind plays in composing, performing, and listening to music. Discusses 
sound media, considers the 20th century revolt against classical form, tonality, and much 
more. 
 
***Harmonie universelle – M. Mersenne, 1627. A Baroque French theorist and 
mathematician. This book is in 2 volumes. Includes full descriptions of the 
comntemporay instruments, is an important source of information on music in the early 
17th century, especially in France. Discussed the principles of sound forming the science 
of acoustics. Understood vibrating strings and partials. Advocated equal temperament. 
Reassessed consonance and dissonance in light of these acoustic principles. 
 
A Breefe Introduction to the Skill of Musick – “Honest” John Playford, 1654. An early 
Baroque era English treatise. Attained 19 editions. It was the standard textbook for a 
century. Divided into 2 books, the first containing the principles of music with directions 
for singing and playing the viol, and the second the art of composing in parts. 
 
*Musikalische Opfer: J.S. Bach – 1747. Baroque. North Germany. (The Musical 
Offering.) A set of works written on a theme by Fredrick the Great. Bach felt he’d done a 
poor job improvising on this theme during his vist, and wrote two ricercars (in 3 and 6 
parts), a trio sonata (flute, violin, harpsichord), and 10 puzzle canons in deference to the 
King. 
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Der frie Satz – Henrich Schenker, 1935. Develops the concept of the Urline, a linear 
progression  supported by Stufen that spanned an entire movement of section. Claimed to 
reduce an entire work to linear counterpoint, and that this Urlinie  descends from the 
third, fifth, or octave to the root of the tonic. Coined the term Ursatz to signify the 
combination of the Urlinie and the Bassbrechung (the supporting bassline.). 
 
Opera und Drama – Richard Wagner, 1852. His primary text on the aesthetics of music 
drama. Describes versemelodie where the melodies come organically from the verse. 
Covers leitmotivs a system of melodic motives that function as presentiments and 
reminiscences of things, people, and ideas. His theories brought about his concept of 
Gesamkunstwerk. 
 
Feminine Endings – Susan McClary, 1991. A book that impacted the study of music 
history to include interdisciplinary fields, such as American Studies, Cultural Studies, and 
Women’s Studies, rather than just the European classical music traditions. 
 
*Der Vollkommene Capellmeister – Johann Mattheson, 1739. Encyclopedia of 
knowledge that he believed every chapel master should possess. Includes information on 
administration. Discussed music theory, and writing melodies. Compares musical styles, 
including theatrical, church, and pure canon. Suggests that melody was the origin and 
foundation of music. 
 
Contemplating Music – Joseph Kerman, 1977. A challenge to Musicology. Critical of the 
New Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
 
Der Kunstwerk der Zukunft – (The Artwork of the Future) Richard Wagner, 1849. 
Suggested that the artwork of the future would reunite the elements of music, poetry, and 
dance, along with architecture, sculpture and painting. Gesamkunstwerk. His ideas are 
drawn from German mythology and peasant roots. 
 
**A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke – Thomas Morley, 1597. The 
first comprehensive treatise on composition printed in England. Advocates Italian styles. 
Critical of English notation. Discusses counterpoint, but not the modes they are based on. 
 
Choralis Constantinus – Heinrich Isaac, 1550-55. A large cycle of liturgical 
compositions in three volumes. Consists of polyphonic settings of the Proper. 
 
Lucidarium. . . – Marcheto da Padua, 1318. 16 short treatises, remarkable how it 
describes dividing the whole tone into five parts. Filled with ratios and divisions. 
 
Scholia enchiriadis – Anonymous, 9th century. A dialogue in three parts. Contains the 
earliest extant discussion of singing organum. Features the first chant melodies preserved 
in Dasian notation. No staff. 
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Three Essays before a Sonata – Charles Ives, 1920. Commentary to accompany the 2nd 
Piano Sonata, the ‘Concord’ sonata. Was his most detailed statement on aesthetics. He 
famously distinguishes between the spiritual ‘substance’ of a work, and its means of 
expression, or ‘manner,’ an idea he borrowed from his friend John Griggs essay on 
Debussy. 
 
*Grande traite d’instrumentation et d’orchestration moderne – Hector Berlioz, 1844. A 
treatise on orchestration that affected Liszt, Wagner, Russians, Strauss, Mahler, and 
Debussy. Discusses suitable combinations of instruments, and advocate for new 
instruments, including the saxophone! Regularly used instruments such as harp, bass 
clarinet, valve trumpet, saxhorn, and tuned cymbals. 
 
Mikrocosmos – Bela Bartok, 1926-37. A series of graded piano method books in six 
volumes. 
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Describe the instrumental sonata from its beginnings to the works of Beethoven, 
naming important composers. 
 The sonata is a composition for piano, or solo instrument and piano, which consists 
of three or four separate sections, or movements. Almost all features of the sonata are 
found in other types of instrumental music, as the symphony is technically a sonata for 
orchestra. The normal scheme for movements of a sonata are: I. Allegro, II. Adagio, III. 
Scherzo (or Minuet),and IV. Allegro. Until 1650 the name and the form aren’t 
synonymous.  Originally the term meant ‘sound-piece.’  
 The origins of the present day sonata are found in the late 16th century Ricercar  
and  canzona. Instrumental works in several short sections. After 1650 a fairly standard 
structure developed, mainly in Venice, usually a three part scheme. It seems as though 
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713) introduced the 4 movement plan which was adopted as 
the sonata da chiesa which was also used by Bach and Handel.  
 The Baroque Era sonata:   
  In the Baroque era, the use of the term of term "sonata" generally referred to 
either the sonata da chiesa (church sonata) or sonata da camera ("ordinary" sonata), both 
of which were sonatas for various instruments (usually one or more violins plus basso 
continuo). The keyboard sonata was relatively neglected by most composers, in favor of 
the trio (two like instruments) and continuo. 
 It was the over 550 sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti that were the hallmark of the 
Baroque keyboard sonata, though they were for the most part unpublished during his 
lifetime. Some were intended to be combined in 2- or 3-movement designs.During this 
period a keyboard sonata might be intended for clavier, harpsichord, or even organ. The 
majority of these sonatas are in one-movement binary form, both sections being in the 
same tempo and utilizing the same thematic material. These sonatas are prized both for 
their technical difficulty (which has also lead to some to criticize them as being nothing 
more than pedagogical compositions to develop technique) and musical and formal 
ingenuity. Throughout the Baroque era number of movements are inconsistent, though 4 
movements dominates. The formal plan often shares much in common with the Dance 
Suites that were also in vogue. Much of the Spanish folk music's influence on Scarlatti is 
evident in these sonatas. Other composers of keyboard sonatas (most in two or three 
movements) include J.S. Bach, W.F. Marcello, Giustini, Durante and Platti. C.P.E. 
Bach’s sonatas clearly show a tendency to reject the vigor and contrapuntal style of his 
father, in favor of a more elegant and light style of the Pre-Classical, Rococco and style 
gallant at the end of the 17th century. 
 Piano sonatas in the Classical era: 
 Although various composers in the 17th century had written keyboard pieces which 
they entitled "Sonata", it was only in the classical era, when the piano displaced the 
earlier harpsichord and sonata form rose to prominence as a principle of musical 
composition, that the term "piano sonata" acquired a definite meaning and a characteristic 
form.  Even so, the piano is still a transitional instrument in the early 18th century. Mozart 
and Haydn were both harpsichordists, and transferred this technique to piano. M. 
Clementi was among the first to establish a pianistic technique (Even Beethoven never 
had the benefit of an iron harp.). All three of the great Classical era composers, Joseph 
Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and Ludwig van Beethoven (also Romantic) wrote 
many piano sonatas, as did the much younger Franz Schubert.  
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The effect of the Rococo and the Manheim school shows a more restrained melodic style, 
and a more dramatic presentation of material in the works of C.P.E. Bach , Wagensiel, 
and Sammartini. In Haydn and Mozart the regularity of in the building of subjects is 
achieved, simplifying the structure, unlike the contrapuntal styles of old. A three-
movement (rather than the Baroque 4-movement) design becomes common after A, 
Scarlatti’s Italian overture design.  Hadyn’s style is perhaps a bit more elementary than 
Mozart.  Balance, proportion, equality in emotional range and structure are the new ideal, 
and the use of Rondo form is typical in the movements. After 1790 the greatest 
development in sonatas begins with Beethoven. 
 The 32 sonatas of Beethoven, including the well-known Pathétique Sonata and the 
Moonlight Sonata, are often considered the pinnacle of piano sonata composition. In 
Beethoven’s sonatas are found the prototype of modern music; he conceives of his works 
as a complete whole, rather than a progression of statements and ideas.  His sonatas 
embody many characteristics of opera, in transformation of mood and theme; they are 
dramatic and free of formal artifice, prolonging the concentration of a composer certain 
of self-mastery. He also brings back the fugue, in the Sonata in Bb Major.  Beethoven 
expanded the forms a various ways, replacing the intense dramaticism of his early works 
with lyricism in his later sonatas. Other Classical composers of keyboard sonatas include: 
J.C. Bach, Muzio Clementi; Weber and Schubert were contemporaries of Beethoven.   
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Survey J. S. Bach’s music for either organ or clavier. 
The organ was Bach’s first and last absorbing study. Bach’s organ publications can be 
divided into three main categories: 1) Chorale settings, 2) Preludes and fugues, and 3) 
Miscellaneous organ works. 
 Bach’s employment as an organist spanned only the early part of his career. Most 
of the organ music heard today is from his Weimar period, when he was the court 
organist there. Before 1717 he seems to have had no interest in arranging his organ music 
into sets, as he did later with clavier and instrumental music in Cothen, although he did 
create one organ book. Six organ sonata date from 1727, and in the last 10 years of his 
life he published the Canonic Variations, the six ‘Schubler’ chorales, and the Clavier-
Ubung III (1739), when he also updated and revised 18 ‘Leipzig’ Chorales (written 
during the Weimer years 1708-17). 
 His early works belong in the north German music tradition with root in the 17th 
century, but as he encountered the Italian masses and concertos, especially the work of 
Vivaldi, and certain French music, Bach’s mature and individual style of organ music had 
developed by 1712. His organ music can be separated into two main groups: 1) Chorale 
Melodies, and 2) Free Compositions. Some of his chorale would have been intended as 
introductions to congregational singing, but some were also intended to serve a non-
liturgical purpose as well. The Free toccatas, fantasias, preludes and fugues were 
primarily intended as instructional material, there is no reason why they might not have 
been used in liturgical situations as well. 
 About 90 of Bach’s chorale settings were published in the four collections he 
made during his lifetime: Orgel-Buchlein (Little Organ Book), Clavier-Ubung III, the 
‘Schubler’ set, and the ‘Leipzig’ collection.  Another 30 or so were dispersed in various 
manuscripts. The Little Organ Booked was planned as a volume of 164 chorales, but 
Bach only completed 46. The Clavier-Ubung III has 21 chorale movements, and 6 hymns 
set twice, and all of the music is more austere, or stile antico style. The 6 ‘Schubler’ 
chorales are of the ritornello design, and 5 of them are arrangements from his previous 
cantata movements. The ‘Leipzig’ collection shows Bach as a master of chorale settings 
on the grandest scale. 
   The Preludes and fugues are tough to date chronologically, as only one prelude 
and fugue appeared in print during his lifetime. He never seems to have grouped his 
preludes and fugues in sets, as he did the organ chorales. Only one Prelude and fugue is 
in the Clavier-Ubung III. On stylistic grounds there seems to be a trend of prelude-and-
fugue pairs such as found in the Well-tempered Clavier. The influence of Buxtehude and 
Bohm is strong. From the Weimar years, the pairs have all or some of these 
characteristics: 
1) a prelude in a virtuosic style 
2) a pedal part which is continuous and thematic 
3)a fugue subject which is concise, often in long note values. 
Perhaps his greatest work in this genre is the Prelude and Fugue in C major (BWV547). 
 His miscellaneous organ works belong to neither of the above categories. These 
include concerto arrangements, canonic variations, fantasias, two Italianate works – a 
canzona and a pastorale. six sonatas, and the Passacaglia in C minor. 
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Survey the history of the keyboard sonata from D. Scarlatti to Liszt. 
 The Baroque keyboard sonata: 
In the Baroque era, the use of the term of term "sonata" generally referred to either the 
sonata da chiesa (church sonata) or sonata da camera ("ordinary" sonata), both of which 
were sonatas for various instruments (usually one or more violins plus basso continuo). 
The keyboard sonata was relatively neglected by most composers. 
 It was the over 500 sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti that were the hallmark of the 
Baroque keyboard sonata, though they were for the most part unpublished during his 
lifetime. During this period a keyboard sonata might be intended for clavier, harpsichord, 
or even organ. The majority of these sonatas are in one-movement binary form, both 
sections being in the same tempo and utilizing the same thematic material. These sonatas 
are prized both for their technical difficulty (which has also lead to some to criticise them 
as being nothing more than pedagogical compositions to develop technique) and musical 
and formal ingenuity. Throughout the Baroque era number of movements are 
inconsistent. The formal plan often shares much in common with the Dance Suites that 
were also in vogue. Much of the Spanish folk music's influence on Scarlatti is evident in 
these sonatas. Other composers of keyboard sonatas (most in two or three movements) 
include J.S. Bach, W.F. Marcello, Giustini, Durante and Platti. C.P.E. Bach’s sonatas 
clearly show a tendency to reject the vigor and contrapuntal style of his father, in favor of 
a more elegant and light style of thePre-Classical, Rococco and style gallant at the end of 
the 17th century. 
 Piano sonatas in the Classical era: 
 Although various composers in the 17th century had written keyboard pieces which 
they entitled "Sonata", it was only in the classical era, when the piano displaced the 
earlier harpsichord and sonata form rose to prominence as a principle of musical 
composition, that the term "piano sonata" acquired a definite meaning and a characteristic 
form.  Even so, the piano is still a transitional instrument in the early 18th century. Mozart 
and Haydn were both harpsichordists, and transferred this technique to piano. M. 
Clementi was among the first to establish a pianistic technique (Even Beethoven never 
had the benefit of an iron harp.). All three of the great Classical era composers, Joseph 
Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and Ludwig van Beethoven (also Romantic) wrote 
many piano sonatas, as did the much younger Franz Schubert. In Haydn and Mozart the 
regularity of in the building of subjects is achieved, simplifying the structure, unlike the 
contrapuntal styles of old. A three-movement design becomes common. Hadyn’s style is 
perhaps a bit more elementary than Mozart.  Balance, proportion, equality in emotional 
range and structure are the new ideal, and the use of Rondo form is typical in the 
movements.  
 The 32 sonatas of Beethoven, including the well-known Pathétique Sonata and the 
Moonlight Sonata, are often considered the pinnacle of piano sonata composition. In 
Beethoven’s sonatas are found the prototype of modern music; he conceives of his works 
as a complete whole, rather than a progression of statements and ideas.  His sonatas 
embody many characteristics of opera, in transformation of mood and theme; they are 
dramatic and free of formal artifice, prolonging the concentration of a composer certain 
of self-mastery. He also brings back the fugue, in the Sonata in Bb Major.   
Other Classical composers of keyboard sonatas include: J.C. Bach, Muzio Clementi, 
Weber and Schubert are contemporaries of Beethoven.   
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 Piano sonatas in the Romantic era; 
 As the Romantic era progressed after Beethoven and Schubert, piano sonatas 
continued to be composed, but in smaller numbers as the form took on a somewhat 
academic tinge and competed with shorter genres more compatible with Romantic 
compositional style.  
 C.M. Weber wrote sonatas with an exceptional instinct for rhythm, as in his E 
minor Sonata. Schubert’s sonatas are certainly dramatic, though less operatic in character 
than Weber, is somewhat midway between Beethoven and Schumann.  
 In Chopin the romantic characteristic of treating ideas in short and malleable forms 
are found abundantly, though his sonatas are less successful, as his style makes the sonata 
form of old almost irrelevant.   
 Mendelssohn wrote six sonatas for organ. Schumann’s Sonata in F# minor attempts 
to subordinate the sections to the ideas contained within, as well as using cyclic subjects 
in an attempt to connect the movements absolutely and intrinsically.  
 Franz Liszt's, the first virtuso pianist, created a  comprehensive "four-movements-
in-one" Sonata in B minor, drawing on the concept of thematic transformation first 
introduced by Schubert in his Wanderer Fantasie of 1822. Other Romantic era 
composers of piano sonatas include: Edvard Grieg, Hummel, and the great sonata 
composer Johannes Brahms. 
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Survey the history of the Lieder from Haydn though Brahms. 
 Lieder is a song in the German vernacular. In the baroque period the lied was and 
accompanied vocal solo, or song with thorough-bass accompaniment. This appeared 
around the first quarter of the 17th century, at first Italianate in style, but by mid-century it 
was truly German, combining popular simplicity with artistic taste, and embodied in the 
works of Adam Krieger, who used instrumental ritornello to be played at the end of each 
stanza. It’s interesting that in the first half of the 18th century the lied practically ceased to 
exist, in favor of elaborate treatment of the aria; Bach and Handel mainly wrote these. 
Telemann actually wrote lieder under the name aria.  
 As the 18th century progressed Haydn’s songs become of great importance. Many 
of his songs have ornate melodies, though less supple than Mozart. The keyboard parts 
often double the vocal line. His Twelve Canzonets to English Words however show more 
independent piano parts. Even so, other than the conventional operatic idiom of the day, 
Haydn’s song-settings lack the musical sensitivity that the Romantic Lied will engender.  
 It’s a surprise that Mozart set only a few songs. In his early songs the piano parts 
are every simple, usually doubling the vocal line. Later he began to use a greater 
flexibility in rhythm, evidenced particularly in his operas. His songs are important in the 
history of pianoforte accompaniment, which no previous songwriter had treated with so 
much freedom.  
 Both Haydn and Mozart often used strophic forms, and by the end of the 18th 
century most of the German and European songs were set so. Schulz and Hiller are good 
examples.There is no doubt that the poetry of Goethe provided a powerful stimulus to 
songwriting. Several attempts were made to set Der Erlkoenig, Zelter and Reichardt are 
two. Though the solo song had acquired greater independence in its piano 
accompaniment and widened in emotional range, there had yet to be a composer that 
regarded it as an essential form of composition. Handel and Scarlatti seem to have been 
more concerned with opera and oratorio. Gluck was preoccupied with the stage. Mozart 
in his best songs, still shows the ornate melodic language of Italian opera. The songs even 
of the greatest composers of the century seem to say things that are better expressed in 
other mediums. 
 Beethoven’s songs are similar to to Haydn’s, in that both wrote excellent choral 
music toward the end of their lives, yet they approached music from an essentially 
instrumental standpoint, and were stimulated by instrumental forms, rather than 
enhancing the meaning of the text. The songs of Spohr and Weber have the same failings 
of failings. It’s not until F. Schubert that a composer approaches music instinctively 
through the medium of song, later transferring his understanding of the medium into 
mature instrumental works.  
  Schubert in his earliest songs aims sometimes at the intimate, sometimes at the 
grandiose. His earliest song is Hager’s Klage. He loved vivd contrasts and macabre 
subject. In 1814 he wrote his first lieder masterpiece Gretchen am Spinnrade, in which a 
single mood is maintained throughout. The recurring refrain and background of the 
musical spinning-wheel give the song unity through unexpected modulations and varying 
phrase-lengths. During 1815-16 he wrote a large quantity of songs, and many settings of 
Goethe, especially the Erlkoenig, and by 1818 he had put most of his compositional 
energy into songwriting. Later he wrote three excellent song cycles.  His works were 
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enormously influential on all of the romantic era composers. Particularly important are 
Robert Schumann and Johannes Brahms. 
 Berlioz was handicapped as a songwriter because he wasn’t interested in the 
piano. The songs of Liszt are far more numerous than Berlioz, and their composition 
extended over a wider period, but he as well as Schumann were too close to Schubert in 
years to be influenced by his style.  Richard Wagner wrote a few songs worth mention. 
The songs to words by Mathilde Wesendonk 1857-8, are excellent. Mendelssohn wrote 
some acceptable songs, but they’re not generally considered at his highest level, and the 
influence of Schubert is negligible.  
 Robert Schumann was particularly good at German Lieder, and 1840 is 
considered Schumann’s great year of German song. His sets of songs written in this year 
demonstrate a great sensitivity to the words, and a freshness and impulsive style. Inspired 
by his literary background and profession, his songs are filled with warmth and vigor, and 
display a variety of melody and mood. Though most of his songs were written early in 
life. After Schubert, few songwriters have had such wide international influence. 
 It is Johannes Brahms that is the most distinguished and important of Schubert’s 
direct descendents. With his reverence for the past, Brahms was a scholar of Schubert, 
who by this time had become an established classic, and Brahms’ general approach to 
songwriting had much in common. Like Schubert his songs are primarily musical rather 
than literary. His songs tend to fall into three categories: 1) strophic, such as the famous 
Wagenlied, 2) gloomy, and 3) tender. Often he uses change of mood, and ABA forms. 
The balance of musical interest between voice and piano is always maintained, and most 
important is his melodic integrity. His later songs become more contemplative. Brahms 
was more self-critical and less impulsive than Schubert, publishing far less music than he 
actually wrote.  
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Choose two important vernacular genres of the Renaissance and provide a sketch 
history of each, naming important composers and describing the musical styles 
associated with each. 

The Madrigal                                                                                                                      
 The name for two different types of Italian vocal music, one of the 14th century, 
and the other of the 16th century (to which the term most often applies). The 14th century 
Trecento madrigal is often amorous or pastoral in nature. Music was usually  in two 
voices, sometimes three. The form is similar to the French ballade and German bar form, 
a-a-b, but probably not derived from these. Madrigals were composed chiefly by the 
members of the early Italian school, headed by Jacopo de Bologna. In the 2nd half of the 
14th century the madrigal was almost entirely abandoned in favor of the Ballata.  Landini 
only wrote 12 madrigals, but 140 Balatte. The style of the trecento madrigal is best 
described as ornamented, contracting sharply with the polyphonic French style of 
Machaut. In the 1400’s the madrigal is largely subsumed by the French polyphonic 
chanson, but b y the end of the 15th century the frottola, a simple chordal style of 3-4 
voice parts becomes popular in Italy, and is considered a late off-spring of the balata, and 
similar to the Spanich villancico.                                                                                             
 In  the 16th century the Italian madrigal returns in free imitation, and without any 
strict form (which had been forgotten), as was the case in the 14th century. The 16th 
century madrigal is an outgrowth of the frottola, and canzona. At first the Netherlandish 
composers (Verdelot,Willaert, Arcadelt) wrote these. The madrigal of this century is 
usually divided into three phases:                                                                               
 1) The early madrigal, 1500-50 – Phillipe Verdalot, Jacob Arcadelt. The style is 
of considerable imitation., mostly homophonic, in 3-4 parts.                                        
 2) The classic madrigal, 1550-80 – Adrian Willaert, Cipriano de Rore, Andrea 
Gabrielli, Orlando di Lasso, Palestrina. Here the writing is in 4-6, usually 5 parts. The 
style is more polyphonic and imitative, and the expression is more intense, closely allied 
with the text.                                                                                                                     
 3) The late madrigal, 1580-1620 – Luca Marenzio, Carlo Gesualdo, Claudio 
Monteverdi. Here the development leads to a highly elaborate and experimental, even 
exaggerated and mannered. Gesulados are particularly chromatic. Word painting and 
declamatory monody, and virtuosic vocal solists were used. At this point the polyphony 
is even abandoned to adapt to Monteverdi’s monodic style with continuo parts indicated. 

The French Chanson      
The chanson is French for song, and in the broadest sense is any polyphonic French 
composition, including those works written in the formes fixes. It is the counterpart to the 
Greman Lied, though the Lied has been the work of professional composers, the Chanson 
has remained a more popular genre. 
 In the 12th & 13th centuries, the Trouveres were poet-musicians active in northern 
France, whom following the movement initiated by the Troubadors of southern France, 
wrote monophonic secular songs, mostly love lyrics in the form of strophic poems, aab 
being the most important form, and known now as the Ballade, (and the 14th century 
Italian madrigal – balata) In Germany, the Minnesingers began a similar movement; their 
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favorite form was aab, know as bar form. The melodies of this time are notated without a 
clear indication of rhythm.  
 A few polyphonic songs date from the 13th century, including 16, 3-voice 
rondeaux by Adam de le Halle, the last of the trouveres.  Most were written in a note-
against-note style resembling conductus.  
 It’s not until the 14th century that refrain forms become standardized into the 
formes fixes known as the Ballade, Rondeau, and Virelai.  Guillame de Machaut (1300-
1370) was the first important composer of polyphonic chansons, producing a large body 
of works including lais, and formes fixes. Approximately 70 survive. His songs were 
generally 3 voices, florid treble dominated melodies over slower-moving accompanying 
voices (probably played by instruments). This style dominated for 200 years.  
 By the last three decades of the 14th century a ‘mannerist’ chanson developed, that 
reflect the style of Franconian and Petronian isorhythmics motets. This movement in 
chanson developed at the papal court of Avignon. As notational innovations became 
more flexible composers began writing music of greater rhythmic complexity, thus 
changing meters or mensurations became common, a syncopation between voices called 
‘hocket’ was often used, and polyrhythms were often incorporated as well. This tended to 
obscure the texts. These works were over-refined and frankly, decadent. Composers such 
as Solage often intentionally used witty wordplay and deliberately obscured the meaning 
of the text. Cordier’s Belle, bonne, sage has the score shaped like a heart, and even drew 
hearts where the word appeared in the text. 
 In antithesis the Burgundian school of chanson developed in the early 15th 
century, (Dufay, Binchois, and later Ockeghem and Busnois). They inherited the treble 
dominated 3-voice texture and preferred to set chansons in the formes fixes. Dufay 
preferred Rondeaux, setting over 60. These composers paid more attention to the text 
than the medieval composers, and cadences tended to correspond as such to the lines of 
text. Later they began to integrate the lower voices into the texture, often through 
imitation among all of the voices.  
 In the last half of the 15th century the contratenor is found below the tenor voice, 
creating a true bass part (this affected sacred and secular music). The neglected virelai 
(AbbaA) becomes a favorite form, and phrase lengths become longer through the use of 
imitative counterpoint. Ockegehem was known for his use of dense counterpoint, and 
Busnois began writing works with two melodies with separate texts (one original and 
courtly, the other a known popular tune. By the end of the century 4 and 5-part writing 
was common, and the formes fixes were abandoned.  This prevailed throughout the 16th 
century.  
 In the 1500’s Josquin, Obrecht, and Mouton composed the Netherlandish 
chanson, preferring a more naturalistic, and popular style of music. The 4-voice texture 
was the norm. A greater unity between text and music was sought, and text-painting 
becomes prevalent. Without the formes fixes the ‘free’ chanson becomes much like the 
motet, with interlocking points of imitation, and so the Netherlandish chanson and the 
Franco-Flemish motet od Gombert, Willeart, and Clemens non Papa, are closely related 
in style. 
 While the Netherlandish chanson still flourished, three types of Parisian chanson 
developed in France.  
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1) The lyrical chanson featured treble-dominated homophonic textures and syllabic 
declamation. Semisy wrote many of these.  
2) The narrative chanson usually had chordal structure with rapid text declamation, 
typical of the Renaissance ‘patter’ song. Texts told a story. 
3) The program chanson used a descriptive text which the composer colorfully illustrated 
with the music. Janequin’s La gurre depicted sounds of battle in his music, although he is 
criticized as a composer of mediocre quality. 
(Pierre Attaignant published at least 70 collections of the new French chansons.  They 
were very popular and filled the lute and keyboard books if the 16th century.) 
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Survey the history of the Madrigal in all of its forms to the early 17th century. 
 The madrigal was a form of secular composition for 2 or 3 voices practiced 
originally in northern Italy in the 14th century and revived in the 16th and early 17th 
centuries, during which period it assumed the style by which it is chiefly known, that 
became popular throughout Europe. 
 Originally madrigal was a term applied to short poems of pastoral character, and 
is supposed that the term might derive from mandria, or herd. Some believe the madrigal 
was originally a hymn to the Virgin Mary. 
 14th Century Italian Trecento Madrigal: 
 As a musical composition it appears around the 1340’s. Origins might be traced to 
the conductus of the French composers in the 13th century. The composers of the 
Florentine school of the 14th century had their own style, and the most important 
composers of this school were Jacopo da Bologna (1st half of century) and Francesco 
Landini (d.1397.  
 Landini, blind, organist, instrument maker, composer, and teacher. His madrigals 
are generally two stanzas of three lines each, repeated to the same music and followed by 
a pair of lines in different rhythm. Subject matter is chiefly amorous, political, or 
satirical. Usually set for 2-voices. These madrigals can be described as being an 
ornamented conductus style, unlike the polyrhythmic French style of Machaut, often 
begin with long florid passages, possibly played by instruments. Landini only wrote 12 
madrigals and 140 Ballate 
 Secular music of Landini is far more advance than the church music of the same 
period, though by the 15th century, church music and the French & Netherlandish 
chanson takes the eclipses the madrigal.  
 16th Century Madrigal: 
 From the 16th century the Italians again take over. The madrigal and other secular 
forms take prominence, and by the end of the 16th century the Italian madrigal represents 
the most daring advances in musical composition. After apparently being forgotten for 
over a hundred years, the madrigale, was revivied in 1533when a collection was 
published by V. Dorico in Rome. As a literary type it is a free imitation without any strict 
form, used to develop the poetry of the frotolla of the previous period. At first 
Netherladish composers such as Willaert, Verdelot, and Arcadelt  achieved a new style of 
refinement and achievement, as the musical style is an outgrowth of the frotolla music, 
specifically the canzona, which is seen in the earliest published madrigals in Madrigalide 
diversi Musici  of 1530, which are much like late frotollas.  
 Madrigal development in Italy is usually divided into three phases:  
 
1)The early madrigal: Phillipe Verdalot (d. 1550), Constanzo Festa (1490-1545) the first 
Italian composer of madrigals, Jacob Arcadelt (1505-1560). The style is prevailingly 
homophonic, though there is plenty of imitation. The writing is in 3 or 4 parts, the 
expression is quiet and restrained. 
2) The classic madrigal: Adrian Willaert, Cipriano de Rore, Andrea Gabrielli, Orlando di 
Lasso, and Palestrina (publications from 1550-80). Here the writing is 4 to 6 voices. The 
style is generally more polyphonic and imitative, approaching that of the contemporary 
motet, the expression is more intense and closely allied to the text in meaning and 
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pronounciation. Madrigale spirituale intended for devotional use were written by 
Palestrina. 
3) The late madrigal: Luca Marenzio, Carlo Gesualdo, Claudio Monteverdi (publications 
from 1580-1620). Here the developments leads to a highly elaborate type of music, even 
exaggerated and mannered, fin de sicle – word-painting, coloristic effects, declamatory 
monody, virtuosic vocal solos, and dramatics. Interesting is the traditional polyphonic 
texture is dropped in favor of the new monodic style, apparent in the later madrigals of 
Monteverdi. The style becomes increasingly soloistic and and often requires a basso 
continuo. 
 The English madrigal: 
 Outside of Italy the madrigal was chiefly cultivated in England. Its influence felt 
there around 1550. William Byrd(1543-1623) was the first Englich composer to write 
madrigals. Thomas Morley(1557-1602) represent the ealr period whose style coincided 
with the 2nd Italian period. The English language gave the madrigal a propensity for 
merriment of melancholy. Musica Transalpina (a collection of Italian madrigals with 
English texts was publiched by N Younge in 1588.) Thus younger composers, Thomas 
Weelkes and John Wilbye began exploiting innovations of Marenzio and Gesualdo in 
Italy, albeit more conservatively. 
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Survey the history of the mass ordinary during the Renaissance, accounting for the 
major composers and compositional methods. 
 1400-1600 was the main period of Mass composition, during which the term mass 
assumed its present-day meaning, polyphonic setting of the Mass Ordinary. Nearly 
always the composition was in the form of a cycle, the various movements being held 
together by a liturgical association, or more commonly by some musical device. 
 The earliest example of a mass cycle is Lionel Power’s Missa super Alma 
redemptoris mater, probably around 1400. Dufay (1400-74) and Palestrina (1525-94) are 
the first and last in a long succession of composers who wrote mainly masses.  
 Mass Types: 
1) Plainsong Mass (missa choralis). This is a polyphonic setting of a Gregorian 
Mass Ordinary, with each movement drawing musical material from the corresponding 
item of the plainsong mass. This is only cyclic from the liturgical point of view, since it 
uses differing chant music in each movement. Isaac’s Missa Solmne, Josquin’s Missa de 
Beata Virgina, and Palestrina’s Missa pro defunctis, as well as all of the organ masses in 
the 16th century are representative. 
2) Cantus firmus Mass. This is a Mass in which all the movements are based on one and 
the same melody, usually in the tenor. The is perhaps the most common cyclic type. 
Three species can be distinguished: Masses based on liturgical cantus fimus (more 
common in 15th century), such as Josquin’s Missa Pange lingua; Masses based on secular 
cantus firmus such as L’Homme arme, a popular French chanson, or Dufay’s Missa Se la 
face pale; Masses based on invented cantus firmus (about 1500) – Palestrina’s Missa Ut 
re mi fa sol la, based on the hexachord. This technique abolished by the Council of Trent, 
which forbade secular cantus firmi. 
3) The Motto Mass. These use an identical motive at the beginning of each movement. 
Used in a number of Gloria-Credo pairs from the early 15th century, it is also used in 
conjunction with the cantus fimus method in Dufay’s Missa Caput. 
4) The freely invented Mass. These constitute a small group. Obrecht’s Missa sine 
nominee.  
 Each of these types have varied treatments which vary according to the period of 
composition. In general the early types use cantus firmus without alteration in long notes 
in the tenor. Later the cantus firmus is shared with the other voices but omitted in certain 
sections. There are some that have a sort of free variation on the cantus firmus. By the 
end of the 15th century the cantus firmus was sometimes completely absorbed into the 
polyphonic texture. 
 After 1600 the Mass composition lost its former importance. 
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Survey the history of the Mass Ordinary from Machaut through Josquin. 
 The first example of a complete Mass Ordinary is the Missa de Tournai c.1300, 
which is the date of the birth of Guillame de Machaut (1300-1370), however, this mass is 
probably a compilation of several different composer written at several periods. Machaut 
seems to have been the first composer to complete a complete polyphonic setting of the 
Mass Ordinary, with his Missa de Notre Dame of the 1364. He probably knew of the 
Tournai Mass, and maybe used it as a model, as his Gloria and Credo also have similar 
musical interludes, and the writing is in the ars antiqua style. Machaut’s Mass was 
actually an anomaly, as most Masses were not four-movement unified works by one 
composer at this time.  
 In England the practice of writing mass movements, sometimes paired Gloria-
Credo, and Sanctus-Agnus, was common throughout the 15th century, as seen with 
Dunstable in the Old Hall Manuscript, which contained 121 Mass Ordinary works. 
Authenticity of these pairs is often disputed however. 
 1400-1600 was the main period of Mass composition, during which the term mass 
assumed its present-day meaning, polyphonic setting of the Mass Ordinary. Nearly 
always the composition was in the form of a cycle, the various movements being held 
together by a liturgical association, or more commonly by some musical device. 
 The earliest example of a mass cycle is Lionel Power’s Missa super Alma 
redemptoris mater, probably around 1400. Dufay (1400-74) and Palestrina (1525-94) are 
the first and last in a long succession of composers who wrote mainly masses.  
 Cyclic Mass Types: 
1) Plainsong Mass (missa choralis). This is a polyphonic setting of a Gregorian 
Mass Ordinary, with each movement drawing musical material from the corresponding 
item of the plainsong mass. This is only cyclic from the liturgical point of view, since it 
uses differing chant music in each movement. Isaac’s Missa Solmne, Josquin’s Missa de 
Beata Virgina, and Palestrina’s Missa pro defunctis, as well as all of the organ masses in 
the 16th century are representative. 
2) Cantus firmus Mass. This is a Mass in which all the movements are based on one and 
the same melody, usually in the tenor. This is perhaps the most common cyclic type. 
Three species can be distinguished: Masses based on liturgical cantus fimus (more 
common in 15th century), such as Josquin’s Missa Pange lingua; Masses based on secular 
cantus firmus such as L’Homme arme, a popular French chanson, or Dufay’s Missa Se la 
face pale; Masses based on invented cantus firmus (about 1500) – Palestrina’s Missa Ut 
re mi fa sol la, based on the hexachord, also know as sogetto cavato. The Council of 
Trent later forbade secular cantus firmi. 
3) The Motto Mass. These use an identical motive at the beginning of each movement. 
Used in a number of Gloria-Credo pairs from the early 15th century, it is also used in 
conjunction with the cantus fimus method in Dufay’s Missa Caput. 
4) The freely invented Mass. These constitute a small group. Obrecht’s Missa sine 
nominee.  
 J. Ockeghem and his contemporaries followed the work of Dufay, and used the 
chanson as the primary source for melodies in the cantus firmus mass, although 
Ockeghem borrowed the top (superious) voice rather than the tenor of the chanson, and 
his style included dense counterpoint with little textural variety.  
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 Other techniques include puzzle canons and complex contrapuntal devices.  
Examples include Dufay’s Missa L’homme arme has a Latin clue “The crab proceeds 
whole and returns by half.” Ockegehems’ Missa Prolationum featured double 
mensuration canons.   
 Each of these types have varied treatments which vary according to the period of 
composition. In general the early types use cantus firmus without alteration in long notes 
in the tenor. Later the cantus firmus is shared with the other voices but omitted in certain 
sections. There are some that have a sort of free variation on the cantus firmus. By the 
end of the 15th century the cantus firmus was sometimes completely absorbed into the 
polyphonic texture. 
 Josquin (a student of Ockegehem) and his contemporaries continued to use these 
techniques in 16th century France.  He took great care in communicating the text in 
alternating homophonic and polyphonic textures. He was more aware of harmony and 
tonality than was Dufay. Some of his innovations include elaboration on the borrowed 
voice, and using this borrowed melody in all the voices of the polyphonic texture. He also 
wrote his own cantus firmus melodies, even using the soggetto cavato, basing a subject 
off the vowels found in a name. His Hercules Mass is such the case. 
 Later Josquin began to borrow complete polyphonic textures from other works, 
and the resulting cyclic Mass type is called a Parody Mass. 
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*Survey the history of the motet from the substitue clausula to Josquin. 
 The motet is the most important form of early polyphonic music, especially 
during the middle ages and Renaissance. It underwent enormous changes over five 
centuries of existence. (1220-1750), thus it’s difficult to give a general definition that 
covers every phase. As a rule motet is an unaccompanied choral composition based on a 
sacred Latin text, designed for performance in the Roman Catholic service, especially at 
Vespers. However, there are side developments into the secular field (as in the 13th 
century French motet, the 15th century ceremonial motet).  
 The history of the motet may be divided into three periods: 1) Medieval motet 
(c.1220-1450), 2) Flemish motet (1450-1600), and 3) Baroque motet (1600-1750).  
 The medieval motet originated in the 13th century, maybe as early as 1200, 
through the addition of a full text to the upper part (duplum) of the clausulae of the 
Perotinus period. This duplum with ‘mots’ (French for ‘words’) was called the motetus 
and the term was adopted for the entire composition. The tenor of this motet was almost 
always a melismatic passage taken from plainchant, identified by its incipit (opening 
word or syllable). This tenor is only changed in rhythm. It is important to note that 
originally a motet was not an original composition, but like clausulae, a polyphonic 
‘trope’ of a preexisting chant. There are few examples of 12th century type of organal 
motet. 
 In the 13th century, the new line received new text. Often Latin or French, sacred 
or secular in nature. Important was the addition of the triplum, or third voice part, also in 
Latin or French. There are a few motets of this period in four-parts, called conductus 
motets, in which the upper parts have identical texts and rhythms.  
 The addition of French texts, sacred and secular betrays a merging of Gregorian 
and Trouvere movements, thus musical and textual substitutions are common and 
fascinating. A limited number of motets even include pre-existent melodies, and are 
know as quodlibets. These quoblibets were humorous, and the combination of melodies 
and texts was usually incongruous. Trouvere songs were often quoted in the upper voices 
against the liturgical tenors. 
 The rhythms in the 13th century motets are based on rhythmic modes in the upper 
parts, which are quicker than the tenor. Franco of Cologne (Ars cantus mensurabilis 
1260) introduced shorter rhythmic values (breaking what seems a modern quarter note, 
the breve, into to or three shorter note values, called the semibreve), and began a new 
kind of Franconian motet, which resulted in a more lively declamation of text. Pierre de 
la Croix, took this to an extreme in the Petronian motet of the late 13th century, dividing 
the breve into 4-7 notes of the parlando or patter style. 
 In the 14th century the motet lost its dominant position during the Ars Nova, but it 
grew in length, elaboration, and rhythmic variety, thanks largely to isorhythmic 
principles. Practically all of G. Machaut’s motets are isorhythmic, using interlocking 
melodic and rhythmic ostinatos. Dunstable and Dufay followed this practice in the early 
15th century as well, and are considered the last of the isorhythmic composers. Many of 
the English motets of the 14th century use stimtausch, or voice-exchange.  
 Beginning in the 15th century, polytextuality and cantus firmus tenors were 
abandoned in favor of free composition. The earliest examples are of J. Ciconia’s O felix 
templum, 1406. [Burgundians, Dufay, Binchois, and English Dunstable) also wrote free 
motets, but they preferred secular forms, especially the rondeau. ] Often these works are 
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in cantilena style, with only the upper part, or two upper parts carrying the text. Perhaps 
the lower parts were intended to be played on instruments. In this period motets and 
polyphonic settings of hymns and Marian antiphons are very similar. This Flemish school 
(Belgium, northern France, and southern Netherlands – included Ockegehem, Obrecht, 
Busnois, Josquin des Prez, Mouton, Verdelot, Clemens non Papa, Willeart, Cipriano de 
Rore, Orlando di Lasso, de Wert) brought the motet back into sacred prominence only 
secondary to the Mass. The motet now became a choral setting of a Latin religious text, 
in 4 to 6 voice parts, all parts having the same degree of rhythmic activity. Equality of all 
parts was the goal, and imitation was the chief means. Usually one part would be made to 
stand out from the others by having a cantus firmus in slower motion. The Flemish motet 
is of great importance because from 1450-1550 the motet became a vehicle for all 
developments and innovations in style. The most interesting of which is imitation, or 
pervading imitation. The 15th century motets of Josquin (1450-1521) often used imitation 
in alteration with homophonic sections, free counterpoint, and paired imitation, and 
Nicholas Gombert introduced a fully imitative treatment of the motet. 
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Survey the development of opera from Monteverdi to Mozart. 

Opera is the most important of the forms that combine music and theatrical 
representation. It is the most difficult and expensive musical or dramatic form to produce. 
Most operas have been composed by specialists in the form. Like all art forms opera is 
founded on certain conventions, most importantly that characters express their thoughts 
and feelings in song rather than speech, this takes more time, thus action is often slowed, 
or alternating periods of action and repose are required.                                                  
 The first work known as an opera dates from 1597, but ancient Greek drama 
incorporated choral songs and dances, the dithyramb as example. The classic tragedies all 
give a large place to the chorus, and Aristotle’s treatises tell that music was an essential 
part of the form. In the Middle Ages the church fostered dramatic music in the liturgical 
dramas of the (11-13th centuries) and mystery plays (14-16th centuries).                                    
 The immediate predecessors of opera are various types of secular entertainment 
with music that appeared during the 16th century. 1) Works in which music was 
secondary to scenery and dancing, or the ballet which came to Italy from France. The 
ballet became a major influence on French opera. 2) Works in which music served as a 
diversion from spoken drama, the music appearing as intermezzi between the acts of a 
play. (The creation of opera had to wait for the discovery of a kind of drama that would 
lend itself to a continuous music. The necessary form was found in the pastorale, which 
displaced almost all dramatic types by the end of the 16th century.     
 The earliest opera-poems are pastorals, and a suitable style of music, or monody 
was developed by the Florentine Camerata, under the direction of Count Bardi, in the 
1580’s.  The history of opera can be divided into five periods:             
 1) 1590-1680 – The development of the drmatic style in the music, and 
appropriate dramatic and musical forms.      
 2) 1680-1760 – Utilization of the established style and forms of serious opera, the 
rise of comic opera as an independent genre.       
 3) 1760-1850 – Intorduction of new subject matter, loosening of traditional forms 
in the interest of a more direct connection between drama and music. Rise of national 
opera types.           
 4) 1850-1920 – Rejection of set forms and formal divisions  in favor of 
continuous music, with recurrence of characteristic motifs; the music drama.  
 5) 1920-present – Reaction against romantic subject matter and the music drama’s 
lack of form; fusion of opera with oratorio; revival of 18th century ‘numbers’ opera in 
20th century musical idioms.         
 Early Italian operas were all performed at Florence. J. Peri’s Daphne 1597 – 
music lost. Peri’s Euridice -1602. The music of Florentine operas consists mostly of 
recitative over thoroughbass, a small instrumental ensemble, conforming to the ideal of 
Greek drama. Vocal line sought natural rhythm of the spoken word, thus melodies are 
indistinct. The monody was monotonous.       
 Monteverdi’s Orfeo – 1607 is more advanced in in drama and musical form. His 
harmony is richer, recitatives more expressive, frequently using repetition and sequences. 
His aria is more tuneful, and the orchestra is larger, and uses an introductory tocatta as 
the earliest ‘overture.’          
 By 1630 the center of opera shifted to Rome, where the style begins to show a 
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separation between recitative and aria, with arias being more tuneful of the two. A 
’canzona’ type overture appears in Landi. The Roman operas use extensive vocal 
ensembles.            
 In the later 17th century Italian opera the first public opera house opens in Venice 
in 1637. Opera transforms from courtly entertainment to a public spectacle. This changed 
the music and librettos. The earliest composers at Venice were Monteverdi (The 
eCoronation of Poppea - 1642). His recitatives become the norm for the Florentine 
monody, and his arias attain a regular form. Bowing to public taste operas become greater 
in size and productions become more lavishly staged, and there are greater numbers of 
characters, plot complications, and burlesque comic events. The virtuoso soloist begins to 
be featured. Recitative and aria are completely distinct. There is less subtlety all around. 
Arias develop standard types (strophic, ostinato-bass, da capo). The use of orchestra 
introduces the aria and is repeated at the close (ritornello), and short orchestral interludes 
are used between sections. Vocal duets and ensembles are less prominent however. By 
the end of the 17th century Italian opera was firmly established as the leading musical 
institution, and the forms that had developed therein remained basic to the its evolution 
over the next 200 years.         
 French opera was dominated by Jean-Baptiste Lully throughout the late 1600’s, 
and the French were slow to adopt the Italian form, preferring the Ballet  and their Tragic 
Dramas were already developed. Lully managed to merge these two forms into the 
Tragedie Lyrique. Compared to the Italian opera, these French works featured:  
 1) More emphasis on the drama.       
 2) Long sections of dance, chorus, and spectacular scenes.    
 3) Greater use of instrumental music.       
 4) Use of short, simple songs of dance-like character, ‘airs.’    
 5) A special recitative.        
 6) Use of the French Overture      
 In the hands of Rameau, Lully’s successor, these operas remained almost 
unchanged.          
 English Opera also grew out of the Masque. John Blow’s Venus and Adonis 
1684? is considered the first opera produced in England. The only great figure in Englich 
opera of this period in Henry Purcell, who’s Dido and Aneus – 1689 is a masterpiece. 
Dido’ Lament aria is still heard often today. After his death in the 1690’s the writing of 
true English opera waned until just before the 20th century.     
 German opera composers were mainly content to write in the Italian style. Only 
the Singspiel was cultivated in the late 1600’s by Rheinhard Keiser in Hamburg, but after 
him German opera faded by the middle of the 18th century.      
 It was the Italian Opera Seria that prevailed in all countries except France in the 
18th century. Many of its chief composers worked in Naples, so the style is sometime 
called the Neopolitan school. Opera seria was based on the rationalism of Zeno and 
Metastasio, who rid the librettos of comic and fantasy elements, crating a 3-act opera, 
with characters drawn from history or legend (rarely mythology).  Each act was in 2 
parts, the first comprising the action and the second expressing the repose of the principle 
character, in consequence to the previous action. The orchestra other than in the overture 
is subordinate. Choruses were almost non-existent. The aria was the center of attention, 
and they were almost all da capo. These arias had 1) a high level of vocal technique (Bel 
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Canto), and often were borrowed from other operas (pasticcio).    
 Although A. Scarlatti has been called the father of 18th century opera seria, but the 
greates composer of Italian opera of this period was G. F. Handel, who produced many 
great works in London from 1711-1740.       
 Credit for the reform of 18th century Italian opera goes to Gluck , whose reform 
operas embodied many of the features of the French operas of Rameau and Lully. These 
reforms included 1) a subordination of music to drama, 2)avoidance of mere vocal 
display, 3) flexible musical forms, 4) a closer style between recitative and aria, 4) simple 
subjects and treatment. In short, Gluck injected vigor into French opera.    
 The climax of 18th century Italian opera is reached in the works of Mozart. His 
Marriage of Figaro – 1786, Don Giovanni – 1787, and Cosi fan tutti – 1790 are all 
masterpieces of the comic or semi-comic variety. His operas are outstanding for his sharp 
and subtle characters, integration of vocal and instrumental factors, and the adaption of 
classical symphonic style in the ensemble finales. His Escape from the Harem – 1782, 
resurrected German Singspiel, and his Magic Flute – 1791, anticipated 19th century 
German romantic opera. 
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Survey the history of opera from Mozart to Richard Strauss. 
 The climax of later 18th century Italian Opera is reached in the works of Mozart, 
The Marriage of Figaro, 1786, Don Giovanni, 1787, and Cose fan tutte, 1790.  It is 
significant that his 3 masterpieces were of the comic or semi-comic variety. (His opera 
seria La Clamenza di Tito is lees important.) Mozart operas are significant for their 
sharpness and subtlety of characters, the integration of vocal and instrumental factors, 
and the use of classical symphonic style in the ensemble finales. His Escape from the 
Harem, 1782, is one of the finest examples of singspiel, and the Magic Flute, 1791, is an 
important forerunner of German romantic opera. 
 The influence of Gluck inj the late 18th century is important in the large-scale 
heroic opera centered in Paris. A. Salieri, and Cherubini had success in this style as well. 
In the 19th century this style would culminate in G. Rossinni’s William Tell, and 
Meyerbeer’s Les Hugonots, Wagner’s Rienzi, and Berlioz’s Les Troyens. 
 At the turn of the century Rescue Opera, reflected a more realistic and 
melodramatic subjects. A good example is Betthoven’s only opera (aka-Lenore) Fidelio, 
and to this point opera styles could be considered international, less pretentious in scope 
and subject, but eventually more important historically than the national schools of the 
19th century. 
 In Italy the major opera composers of the 1800’s were Rossini with the Barber of 
Seville, 1816, Bellini Norma-1831, Donizetti – Lucia di Lammermoor-1835, Verdi  
Rigoletto -1851, Aida-1871, and a host of other works. The crowning point of Italian 
opera is characterized by melodramatic plots, popular-type melodies, an emphasis on 
very impressive vocal numbers (as in a Numbers Opera). Verdi’s operas after 1850 had 
better librettos, much more continuity, a more flexible rhythm, and more equality of 
vocal and instrumental music, yet retain the classic Italian clarity, dramatic simplicity, 
and profound understanding of the expressive possibilities of the solo voice. 
 In France, other than Grand Opera, Opera Comique was transforming into Lyric 
Opera, represented by Gounod’s Faust, 1859. Later French opera is represented by 
Bizet’s Carmen – 1875, ostensibly a comic opera, but with a provocative plot, 
uncharacteristic of the genre.  
 In Russia a national school of opera developed with Glinka’s A Life for the Czar – 
1836, which inspired much interest and is best represented by Mussorgsky’s Boris 
Godunov -1874, the first Russian opera to become internationally influential. Other 
Russian opera composers include Borodin, and Rimsky-Korsakov. 
 In Germany the rise of Singspiel in the late 19th and 20th centuries is the mainstay 
of operatic style. Weber’s Der Freischutz – 1821, establishes the fundamental 
characteristics of the school: 1. romantic treatment of the subjects derived from national 
legend and folklore. 2. a deep feeling for nature and natural phenomenon. 3. acceptance 
of supernatural agencies for dramatic development. 4. nationalism.  After this opera, the 
use of folk melodies along side conventional arias became common. 
 The Music Dramas of Richard Wagner were another major develpoiment in 
German Romantic opera around mid-century. Lohegrin -1846-48, shows Wagners 
attempts to unify the music and the drama. Use of unending melody and Leitmotif 
emancipate the vocal line from the recitative/aria/ensemble design of Italy. These 
concepts were outlined in his essays Opera and Drama -1851, during his exile from 
Germany. These ideas later culminated in the four-part Ring cycle, 1876-1882. They rely 
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on Wagner’s concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, wherein all arts are incorporated and 
transformed, sacrificing their individual identity and special characteristics for the larger 
possibilities of development through their association.  In Wagner, the myth is held to be 
the ideal subject. Leitmotive are used to represent people, things, or ideas, and their 
recurrence corresponds to meaning or development to the thing in which they are 
attached. 
 Wagner’s ideas were influential on the composers of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries, particularly Richard Strauss’s Salome -1905, and Der Rosenkavalier -1911.  
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Survey the history of opera from Rossini through Berg. 
 In Italy the major opera composers of the 1800’s were Rossini with the Barber of 
Seville, 1816, Bellini Norma-1831, Donizetti – Lucia di Lammermoor-1835, Verdi  
Rigoletto -1851, Aida-1871, and a host of other works. The crowning point of Italian 
opera is characterized by melodramatic plots, popular-type melodies, an emphasis on 
very impressive vocal numbers (as in a Numbers Opera). Verdi’s operas after 1850 had 
better librettos, much more continuity, a more flexible rhythm, and more equality of 
vocal and instrumental music, yet retain the classic Italian clarity, dramatic simplicity, 
and profound understanding of the expressive possibilities of the solo voice. 
 In France, other than Grand Opera, Opera Comique was transforming into Lyric 
Opera, represented by Gounod’s Faust, 1859. Later French opera is represented by 
Bizet’s Carmen – 1875, ostensibly a comic opera, but with a provocative plot, 
uncharacteristic of the genre.  
 In Russia a national school of opera developed with Glinka’s A Life for the Czar – 
1836, which inspired much interest and is best represented by Mussorgsky’s Boris 
Godunov -1874, the first Russian opera to become internationally influential. Other 
Russian opera composers include Borodin, and Rimsky-Korsakov. 
 In Germany the rise of Singspiel in the late 19th and 20th centuries is the mainstay 
of operatic style. Weber’s Der Freischutz – 1821, establishes the fundamental 
characteristics of the school: 1. romantic treatment of the subjects derived from national 
legend and folklore. 2. a deep feeling for nature and natural phenomenon. 3. acceptance 
of supernatural agencies for dramatic development. 4. nationalism.  After this opera, the 
use of folk melodies along side conventional arias became common. 
 The Music Dramas of Richard Wagner were another major develpoiment in 
German Romantic opera around mid-century. Lohegrin -1846-48, shows Wagners 
attempts to unify the music and the drama. Use of unending melody and Leitmotif 
emancipate the vocal line from the recitative/aria/ensemble design of Italy. These 
concepts were outlined in his essays Opera and Drama -1851, during his exile from 
Germany. These ideas later culminated in the four-part Ring cycle, 1876-1882. They rely 
on Wagner’s concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, wherein all arts are incorporated and 
transformed, sacrificing their individual identity and special characteristics for the larger 
possibilities of development through their association.  In Wagner, the myth is held to be 
the ideal subject. Leitmotive are used to represent people, things, or ideas, and their 
recurrence corresponds to meaning or development to the thing in which they are 
attached. 
 Wagner’s ideal of continuos melody were influential on the composers of the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, particularly Richard Strauss’s Salome -1905, and Der 
Rosenkavalier -1911. Strauss’ works were full of dramatic tension, combining his skill 
acquired through his symphonic poems, he had also learned as a song composer how to 
treat the voice vocally and dramatically. Solome established Strauss in contrast to 
Wagner, taking harmony to the limits of tonality, yet never using unrestrained 
dissonance. His next opera was Elektra, but it is with Der Rosenkavalier, that Strauss 
created the first German comique opera of lasting value. 
 At the same time, the music drama was provoking a reaction in favor of “realism’ 
in subject matter, and a rejection of the expansion and bombast, for simplicity in the 
musical expression. Bizet’ barely comic opera, Carmen-1875, the verismo operas of 
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Puccini, La Bohem-1896, and Tosca-1900, and the naturalism of Charpentier and 
Bruneau in France, are all examples. Debussy created an impressionist opera Pelleas et 
Melisande in 1902. This opera is closest to the Florentine ideal of music as an almost 
imperceptible support and setting for the poetry. Bartok’s Bluebeards Castle- perf. 1918, 
is said to show influences of Debussy and the new Expressionist school. 
 After W.W.I. opera was still leaning on the standard repertory from Mozart to 
Puccini. At this time Berg’s atonal Expressionist opera Wozzeck-1925 and Schoenberg’s 
uncompleted Moses and Aaron were written. Expressionism’s harshness never really 
gained much support from audiences, and most other composers still clung to traditional 
subjects, forms, and musical styles. Later as expressionism gave way to serialism, Berg 
actually wrote the only serial opera to gain public acceptance, in Lulu – 1937.  
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Survey the history of opera from Scarlatti to Beethoven. 
 Alessandro Scarlatti is sometimes called the founder of 18th century opera seria. 
He prefers serious plots with happy endings. He is probably best regarded as a composer 
of the late baroque tradition. Worked in Rome and Naples, his operas are Neopolitan. In 
three acts, his librettos almost always alternated between active and reflective  He used 
three distinct forms of dramatic expression: 1) recitativo secco, solo voice accompanied 
by harpsichord, used for ordinary business of the stage ,2)recitativo stromentatto, 
orchestral accompaniment, used for the expression of deep pathos or violent emotion, and 
3) the regular aria, used for impassioned soliloquy. Scarlatti’s arias become the da capo 
type (ABA). He also used the instrumental preludes, which afterwards became the 
overture,  but overall the orchestra was subordinate. Charcteristic of the 18th century 
opera were 1) the high development of vocal technique (Bel canto) particularly the 
castratti, and 2) the custom of borrowing arias from one opera to another (pasticcio). 
   In France, the opera tradition didn’t become established until 1671, when F. 
Lully managed to merge Italian opera with ballet and tragedy, generating an opera style 
know the French Tragedie lyrique. The plots were almost always tragic – drama was 
more important than the music, they were intended for performance to the King (Louis 
XIV), divided into five acts, with a prologue glorifying the king, used a two-part French 
overture, and used a variety of forms – strophic arias, dance numbers, chorus, recitative, 
duet, and instrumental interludes. Large parts were given to the ballets. Many simple 
songs with dance-like characters. Rameau inherited and continued this tradition. 
 In England, English opera was replaced by Italian opera until about 1900. G.F. 
Handel produced 36 opera seria in London between 1712 and 1741. He is unquestionably 
the greatest composer of Italian opera of this period. 
 Credit for reforming 18th century Italian opera is given to Gluck, even though 
only two of his ‘reform operas’ were written in Italian. His style included many of the 
same features found in French operas of Rameau and Lully: subordination of music to the 
drama, avoidance of mere vocal display, flexibility of musical forms, less differentation 
in style between recitative and aria, and general simplicity. (Discussed inj his dedicatory 
preface to Alceste.). Gluck injected a new vigor into French opera, thus Italian and 
French styles began to meld. 
  The climax of later 18th century Italian Opera is reached in the works of 
Mozart, The Marriage of Figaro, 1786, Don Giovanni, 1787, and Cose fan tutte, 1790.  It 
is significant that his 3 masterpieces were of the comic or semi-comic variety. (His opera 
seria La Clamenza di Tito is lees important.) Mozart operas are significant for their 
sharpness and subtlety of characters, the integration of vocal and instrumental factors, 
and the use of classical symphonic style in the ensemble finales. His Escape from the 
Harem, 1782, is one of the finest examples of singspiel, and the Magic Flute, 1791, is an 
important forerunner of German romantic opera. 
 The influence of Gluck inj the late 18th century is important in the large-scale 
heroic opera centered in Paris. A. Salieri, and Cherubini had success in this style as well. 
In the 19th century this style would culminate in G. Rossinni’s William Tell, and 
Meyerbeer’s Les Hugonots, Wagner’s Rienzi, and Berlioz’s Les Troyens. 
 At the turn of the century Rescue Opera, reflected a more realistic and 
melodramatic subjects. A good example is Betthoven’s only opera (aka-Lenore) Fidelio, 
and to this point opera styles could be considered international, less pretentious in scope 
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and subject, but eventually more important historically than the national schools of the 
19th century. 
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Survey the history of Polyphony from its beginnings to the beginning of the 
Renaissance. 
 The development of polyphony is closely associated with medieval interest in 
glossing and elaboration. In copying manuscripts, artists did intricate Illuminations of the 
first Letter on pages, full of arabesques and ornamentation. Philosophers and clergy wrote 
commentary in the margins and spaces of existing texts, a practice called glossing. In 
music singers began adding elaboration, by adding new melodies and texts to enrich pre-
existing chants. This practice generated polyphony, and originally it seems to have been 
improvised. 
 The earliest type of Western polyphonic music dates from about the 9th century 
(Musica enchiriadis), through the 12th centuries (Leoinin and Perotin). In the broadest 
sense organum is a composition of a liturgical (plainsong) tenor to which one or more 
contrapuntal parts (duplum, triplum, quadruplum) are added. Prior to 1150 it seems that 
syllabic hymns, and sequences seem to be preferred. In this period, organum is a general 
technique of composition.  
  The earliest polyphony was parallel organum, in which singers improvised a fifth 
or fourth below the chant. This use of 4th/5ths came from the Greek theory of the perfect 
ratios, octave - 2:1, 5th - 3:2, and 4th – 4:3. The chant was in the top voice, the vox 
principalis, and the improvised voice was the organalis.  
 Gradually greater freedom emerged, admitting octave doubling and oblique 
motion in the organalis voice. Another version of parallel organum was Composite 
organum, which allowed both voices to be doubled at the octave. It is in Gudio d’Arezzo’ 
Mcrologus -1020 (Short Discourse), that the rules for oblique, contrary, and free organum 
are first discussed. Examples of this music can be found in the music of the Winchester 
Troper – 1025. This is the oldest surviving collection that contains composed polyphony. 
The developments in this early 11th century collection show a more flexible approach to 
organum, and included examples of voice crossing (stimmtausch). 
 In the 12th century Aquitanian polyphony developed at the abbey of St. Martial in 
Lomoges. In Aquitanian organum, the chant appears below rather than above the added 
voice. The texture isn’t always note-against-note, but Nueme(several notes on a syllable 
of text)-against-Neume, and groups of notes are being set against each other. This is the 
earliest beginnings of counterpoint.  
 At the cathedral of Notre Dame, three new style of polyphony developed under 
Leonin, a poet, composer, and administrator. They were: 1) Florid organum, with a 
melismatic (very many notes per syllable of text) over long sustained chant tones in the 
bottom voice. 2) Discant, which is note-against-note texture, coordinated using rhythmic 
modes, a code of patterns based on Greek metric ‘feet.’ and 3) Copula, (meaning 
connection), with rhythms used in the upper part against the sustained chant notes below. 
The copula were generally used as a bridge between sections of florid organum and 
discant. Since notes and rhythms had not been developed Leonin and his successor 
Perotin used six modes based on the meter of Latin verse. Each of these modes was a 
combination of long and short notes, and this became the first system of rhythmic 
notation.  
 The motet is one of the most important polyphonic genres of the late medieval 
and Renaissance eras, and its origins are found in Discant Clausulae. Clausulae (pl.) were 
independent sections of discant marked off by cadence points of rest. Clausulae were kept 
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in collections so the the director might substitute one for another. They seem to be the 
first independent polyphonic compositions in Western music. These 2-part clausulae 
were written by Leonin, and Perotin expanded them to tripla and quadrupla. 
 Clausulae contributed to the motet in three ways: 1) Composers began to think of 
them as independent compositions, as they were kept separate from works connected to 
the Mass, 2) Composers began writing text (prosula) to the untexted upper voices of 
clausulae, and in time the vernacular French was used, and 3) composers later began 
writing all new upper parts rather than just borrowing the melodies from the clausulae, 
but even then, the chant melody in the tenor remained unchanged. 
 These new compositions resulted in new melodies and new texts being written 
over the chants, and the word motet, from the French “mot’ for ‘word’ was applied to 
these compositions. Importantly, this late medieval motet was SECULAR, polytextual 
(French and Latin), and for three voices. 
 The development of polyphony in the the 13th centurie was boosted by advances 
in rhythmic and melodic notation. Franco of Cologne’s treatise Ars cantus mensurabilis 
(Art of Measurable Music)-1260, introduced a system capable of representing individual 
note values, using note shapes, instead of the rhythmic modes. He introduces the 
semibreve, which is akin to a triplet subdivision of a quarter note (breve). This system 
gave composers more flexibility and more independence developed between the part 
writing.  The style of motet at this time is called the Franconian motet.  
 In 1280, Petrus de Cruce introduced an even more complex system of rhythmic 
notation in his Lucidarium. his subdivisions of the breve could range from 2-9. He was 
also the first to assign a dot as a symbol of barline division. In these Petronian motets, the 
voices began to stratify, with the upper voices having more rhythmic activity than the 
lower voices.  
 Both Franconian and Petronian motets only provide text for the top two parts. It’s 
possible that the lower voices may have been sung on a neutral syllable or played on an 
instrument, perhaps a sackbut (an ancient trombone) or a bowed string instrument. 
 At the beginning of the 14th century, French polyphonic works began to increase 
in length and complexity. Phillipe d’Vitry’s treatise Ars nova  -1322 discussed a 
notational system that used duple and triple subdivisions of the breve. He also introduced 
a shorter note, the minum.  These innovations create an increasing rhythmic 
sophistication, and all of the French music of this time is called Ars Nova. 
 A major feature of this rhythmic organization is isorhythm. This term implies the 
interlocking of melodic and rhythmic ostinato formulas, and is found particularly in the 
Ars nova motets. Isorhythm allowed composers to write large scale compositions based 
on mathematical designs instead of simply the length of the text. Repeated rhythmic 
ostinatos were called the talea and the repeated melodic ostinatos were the color. 
Unfortunately this exploration of rhythm and music through proportion and number 
theories made the text secondary, and often obscured the meanings. 
 Chansons are any polyphonic secular French composition, which began with the 
monophonic Troubador, Trouvere, Minnesinger traditions of the 12th & 13th centuries. 
Very few polyphonic songs survive from the 13th century, except for Adam de la Halle 
(last of the Trouveres).  The 14th century also saw the saw the rise of polyphonic 
accompanied song in the work of Machaut. These songs were generally in three parts, 
one vocal and two instrumental, and invariably in one of the refrain forms, or formes 
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fixes, the virelai, the ballade, and the rondeau. Even so, for much of the 14th century the 
polyphonic chanson repertory was relatively small.   
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The string quartet from the mid-Romantic era through World War II. 
 The string quartet is chamber music for four strings, almost always first and 
second violin, viola and cello. This is the main type of chamber music and considered by 
many to be the ideal. The actual history of the genre doesn’t really begins before 1750. In 
general the generation of Haydn (b.1732) are orchestral rather than chamber music, since 
they were performed by several players to the parts. There form is frequently that of the 
divertimento. Haydn wrote 83 quartets, Boccherini 102. Even to the end of the 19th 
century the quartet conformed mainly to the four-movement sonata form.  
 The development of Program music in the 19th century left the string quartet 
virtually untouched. The concert hall however increased the technical demands on the 
performers, but even Brahms would begin his string quartets with passages that sound 
like an orchestral idea reduced for four strings. 
 It seems that the Romantics main desire was to increase the richness of tone and 
timbre. Schubert, Schumann tended to replace counterpoint as a means of increasing 
volume, with the use of double-stops and tremolo. Often the independent part-writing 
totally disappears. Eventually the strict sonata form is even replaced, as in the symphony, 
with one movement fantasies, or short character movements.  Schubert wrote 15, 
Schumann 3, Mendelssohn 6, Brahms 3, Dvorak 8, Tchakowsky 3, Verdi, Debussy, 
Grieg and Ravel each did 1. In the 20th century the quartets of Bartok, Britten, Elgar, 
Schoenberg, Hindemith, Milhaud, and Vaughn Williams deserve mention.  
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Survey the history of the symphony from Beethoven through Mahler. 
The 19th century symphony 
 In the late 18th century, vocal music, particularly cantatas and operas, were 
considered the major form of concert music, with concerti being next. With the rise of 
standing orchestras, the symphony assumed a larger and larger place in concert life. The 
period of transition was from approximately 1790 to 1820. For Ludwig van Beethoven 
his first Academy Concert had "Christ on the Mount of Olives" as the featured work, 
rather than the two symphonies and piano concerto he had performed on the same 
concert. 
 Beethoven took the symphony into new territory by expanding, often dramatically, 
each of its parts. His nine symphonies set the standard for symphonic writing for 
generations afterwards. After two symphonies rather in the classical style of Haydn and 
Mozart (only a decade later, he knew his symphonies would be compared to them), his 
Symphony No. 3 (the Eroica), has a scale and emotional range which sets it apart from 
earlier works, often cited as ushering in the Romantic era. His Symphony No. 9 (written  
in 1823, takes the unprecedented step of including parts for vocal soloists and choir in the 
last movement. Beethoven, together with Franz Schubert, was also responsible for 
replacing the genteel minuet with the livelier scherzo as an inner movement (most often 
the third of four). The scherzo, with its greater scope for emotional expression, was more 
suited to the Romantic style. Beethoven expanded the length of the coda, development, 
and introductory sections of the sonata allegro. His use of cyclic thematic material in the 
5th symphony, extends motives throughout the multiple movements. He also made more 
effective use of fugue, thematic variation than Haydn of Mozart, preferring to expand on 
motivic ideas rather than use long themes. His dramatic content is much like the character 
development of an opera: very dramatic and heroic. His melodic and rhythmic drive, 
cross-accents, and dynamics all represent innovation, and his orchestration paved the way 
for the larger groups of the romantic era.  
 The next generation of symphonists desired to combine the expanded harmonic 
vocabulary developed by chromatic composers such as John Field, Ludwig Spohr and 
Carl Maria von Weber, with the structural innovations of Beethoven. Robert Schumann 
and Felix Mendelssohn were two leading Germanic composers whose works attempted 
this fusion. At the same time a more experimental form of symphonic writing was 
coming into being, featuring a greater number of symphonies with textual meaning or 
specific programs.  
 While "program symphonies" had been written as early as 1790, their place and 
role became expanded with Hector Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique (1830) and then 
Liszt's program symphonies, such as the Dante Symphony and the Faust Symphony (both 
1857). This period corresponds with what is generally labeled the "Romantic" period, and 
ends around the middle of the 19th century, though the term "Romantic" is often used in 
music to correspond with the longer musical era from Beethoven all the way through 
Sergei Rachmaninoff. 
 In the second half of the 19th century, symphonies included movements using a 
much-expanded but often strict Sonata Form. Johannes Brahms, who took Schumann and 
Mendelssohn as his point of departure, set the standard for composing symphonies which 
very high levels of structural unity. Brahms wrote four symphonies which are marked by 
a return to craftsmanship , structure and the manipulation of ideas as absolute music, 
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uninterested in program music, he returned to the classical ideal. Nevertheless, his music 
has a romantic character; in a sense he was the first Neo-classicist.  His use of passacaglia 
in the 4th symphony shows a regard for the Baroque practice.  
 A rise in National traditions can be heard in the symphonies of Dvorak, a protégé 
of Brahms, who wrote 9 symphonies using Bohemian folk-inspired themes. 
Tchaikowsky’s six symphonies make him the pre-eminent Russian symphonic composer 
of the 19th century, and his style is a fusion of Beethovinian formal power, Berlioz’s 
ultra-dramaticism, a unique gift of orchestration, and Russian nationalism. At the same 
time symphonies grew in length, and became the centerpiece of the expanding number of 
symphony orchestras. Other important symphonists of the late 19th century include 
Anton Bruckner, Gustav Mahler, and Camille Saint-Saëns. Gustav Mahler, as student of 
Bruckner, was a staunch Wagnerite, wrote 9 symphonies, and is considered the last of the 
Viennese masters. He extended the symphony beyond the massive proportions and 
programmatic content of post-Romanticism, and through the incorporation of the Lied, 
use of expanded harmonies and progressive tonalities, he elevated the symphony to an 
unprecedented height. 
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Survey the history of the symphony from Haydn through Brahms. 
 The "Italian" style of symphony, often used as overture and entr'acte in opera 
houses, became a standard three-movement form of a fast movement, the "allegro", a 
slow movement, and then a fast movement. Mozart's early symphonies are in this layout. 
The early three-movement form was eventually replaced by a four-movement layout 
which was dominant in the latter part of the 18th century and throughout most of the 19th 
century. This symphonic form was influenced by Germanic practice, and would come to 
be associated with the "classical style" of Haydn and Mozart. The important changes 
were the addition of a "dance" movement and the change in character of the first 
movement to becoming "first among equals". 
The normal four-movement form became, then: 
1  Quick, in a binary form or later sonata form 
2  Slow 
3  Minuet and trio (later developed into the scherzo and trio), in ternary form 
4  Quick, sometimes also in sonata form or a sonata-rondo 
 It should be noted, however, that even in the mid-18th century, variations on this 
layout were not uncommon: in particular, the middle two movements sometimes 
switched places, or a slow introduction was added to the beginning, sometimes resulting 
in a four-movement slow-quick-slow-quick form. 
 The first composer to consistently use the minuet as part of a four-movement form 
was Johann Stamitz. 
 Two major centers for early symphony writing were Vienna, where early exponents 
of the form included Georg Christoph Wagenseil, Wenzel Raimund Birck and Georg 
Matthias Monn; and Mannheim, home of the so-called Mannheim School. Symphonies 
were written throughout Europe, however, with Giovanni Battista Sammartini, Andrea 
Luchesi and Antonio Brioschi active in Italy, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in northern 
Germany, Leopold Mozart in Salzburg, François-Joseph Gossec in Paris, and Johann 
Christian Bach and Karl Friedrich Abel in London. 
 Later significant Viennese composers of symphonies include Johann Baptist 
Vanhal, Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf and Leopold Hoffmann. The most important 
symphonists of the latter part of the 18th century, however, are considered to be Joseph 
Haydn, who wrote 106 symphonies over the course of 40 years, and Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart. Their many widely performed and emulated works are commonly considered the 
apotheosis of the Classical style. 
The 19th century symphony 
 In the late 18th century, vocal music, particularly cantatas and operas, were 
considered the major form of concert music, with concerti being next. With the rise of 
standing orchestras, the symphony assumed a larger and larger place in concert life. The 
period of transition was from approximately 1790 to 1820. For Ludwig van Beethoven 
his first Academy Concert had "Christ on the Mount of Olives" as the featured work, 
rather than the two symphonies and piano concerto he had performed on the same 
concert. 
 Beethoven took the symphony into new territory by expanding, often dramatically, 
each of its parts. His nine symphonies set the standard for symphonic writing for 
generations afterwards. After two symphonies rather in the classical style of Haydn and 
Mozart (only a decade later, he knew his symphonies would be compared to them), his 
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Symphony No. 3 (the Eroica), has a scale and emotional range which sets it apart from 
earlier works, often cited as ushering in the Romantic era. His Symphony No. 9 (written  
in 1823, takes the unprecedented step of including parts for vocal soloists and choir in the 
last movement. Beethoven, together with Franz Schubert, was also responsible for 
replacing the genteel minuet with the livelier scherzo as an inner movement (most often 
the third of four). The scherzo, with its greater scope for emotional expression, was more 
suited to the Romantic style. Beethoven expanded the length of the coda, development, 
and introductory sections of the sonata allegro. His use of cyclic thematic material in the 
5th symphony, extends motives throughout the multiple movements. He also made more 
effective use of fugue, thematic variation than Haydn of Mozart, preferring to expand on 
motivic ideas rather than use long themes. His dramatic content is much like the character 
development of an opera: very dramatic and heroic. His melodic and rhythmic drive, 
cross-accents, and dynamics all represent innovation, and his orchestration paved the way 
for the larger groups of the romantic era.  
 The next generation of symphonists desired to combine the expanded harmonic 
vocabulary developed by chromatic composers such as John Field, Ludwig Spohr and 
Carl Maria von Weber, with the structural innovations of Beethoven. Robert Schumann 
and Felix Mendelssohn were two leading Germanic composers whose works attempted 
this fusion. At the same time a more experimental form of symphonic writing was 
coming into being, featuring a greater number of symphonies with textual meaning or 
specific programs.  
 While "program symphonies" had been written as early as 1790, their place and 
role became expanded with Hector Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique (1830) and then 
Liszt's program symphonies, such as the Dante Symphony and the Faust Symphony (both 
1857). This period corresponds with what is generally labeled the "Romantic" period, and 
ends around the middle of the 19th century, though the term "Romantic" is often used in 
music to correspond with the longer musical era from Beethoven all the way through 
Sergei Rachmaninoff. 
 In the second half of the 19th century, symphonies included movements using a 
much-expanded but often strict Sonata Form. Johannes Brahms, who took Schumann and 
Mendelssohn as his point of departure, set the standard for composing symphonies which 
very high levels of structural unity. Brahms wrote four symphonies which are marked by 
a return to craftsmanship , structure and the manipulation of ideas as absolute music, 
uninterested in program music, he returned to the classical ideal. Nevertheless, his music 
has a romantic character; in a sense he was the first Neo-classicist.  His use of passacaglia 
in the 4th symphony shows a regard for the Baroque practice.  
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